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that no serious damage resulted. The Germans also re
ported the capture of several trench
es and of a number of prisoners to
the south of Ypres and the repulse
ELL
of a French attack in the region of
Arras, Verdun and Senheim.
The text of the communication
reads:
"In the western theater the enemy
unsuccessfully renewed his attack on
The Russian forces which have been attacking the Galician fortress Nieuport, supported by warships,
INVESTIGATOR
SAYS
at Cracow have been driven back 50 miles, and Cracow is now free from which did no damage to us, but killed ENGLISH
THEM
CAPTORS
TREAT
in
the
It
is asserted
Russians have or wounded a few inhabitants of
immediate menace.
Petrograd that
DECENTLY
VVestende. An attack on the hamlet
improved their strategic position by falling back. The capture of Cracow,
however, long has been sought by Russia, being regarded as an Importof St. George .also failed.
ant step on the way to an invasion of Germany across the Silesian border.
"South of Ypres we captured one COLD IS WORST DRAWBACK
Elsewhere In the east few changes have occurred, the Germans hav- of the enemy's trenches, and some
ing relaxed for the present their assets on the Russian line west of War-sadozens of prisoners fell into our
MANY SOLDIERS ARE WEARING
hands on this occasion.
'
Th Cp,nch man fff!r ,3vc InHau
THEIR SUMMER CLOTHING
"Several violent attacks by the enThe Petrograd Statement
that further progress has been made
IN WINTER
emy to the northwest of Arras were
In
the
by the allies, particularly
To the southeast of Verdun the
retrograd, Dec. 28 (via London).
Meuse region. The admission is made, The investment
by the Russians of
ENGLISH USE GREAT LINERS
however, that a trench south of Ypres the Austrian fortress of Cracow has
(Continued on page Four)
was lost to the Germans. The Berlin again been raised. Following the dis- communication states that Nieuport covery of an attempt made by the
AT THE DOCKS ARE
has been again under bombardment Austriana to divide the Russian forc- SUPKEMECQUKTGRANTS VESSELS
FOUND TO SERVE WELL
civila
and
few
by allied warships
es in Galicla, the Russians retreated
AS PRISONS
It is eastward for a distance of 50 miles.
ians were killed or wounded.
LEO FRANK'S APPEAL
asserted that attacks by the allies
The Russian Galician army, which
Washington, Dec. 28. Chandler Anhave been unsuccessful.
a short time ago was in touch on the
who as specT.ii attache of the
derson,
The American cruiser Tennessee south with the Austrian gnrrison de- HE WILL NOT HANG FOR A YEAR
American
lerobassy in London made
500
AT THE
is transporting
AND
refugees of various fending1 Cracow, moved back to the
an investigation of military
prison
nationalities from Jaffa( Syria, to Riala river, which Is some 50 miles
EARLIEST
the
in
all
tamps
European
practically
Egypt. Captain Decker of the Tennes- east of the former Russian position.
belligerent countries, declared today
see reported to Washington that perWashington, Dec, 28. Justice La- there was no substantial difference in
the fact that the
Notwithstanding
mission to remove the refugees had
Russian . retrogression completely re- mar of the supreme court today grant- the treatment Of prisoners of war, and
of the
been granted by the Turkish authori- lieved "the investment
of the fortress ed an appeal from the decision
that probably in every case they were
refused
which
federal
ties.
court,
of Cracow, It is claimied by military Georgia
the captors could
for as well
cared
M. Frank on a ha&eas
The initiative in military operations
observers to be a marked advance of to release L?o
own military
afford,
considerinf.jAeir
under
Is
time
been
for
the
left
Frank
apparently has
the Russians, the recireraent being corpus; proceeding.
necessities.
made perMr."jucrson
Aerial raids due to the
sentence for the murder of Mary
being to the airmen.
in England,
discovery of the Austrian
sonal
Investigation
across the English cannel to the lower aim to cut into halves the Russian Phagan, an Atlanta factory glrL
Germany and Austria, and also
Thames, over Freiburg, Nancy, Metz forces in this region.
Attorneys of the condemned man had
from reliable sources
knowledge
for
the
for weeks
and Sochachew, Russian Poland, and
The
Austrians,
representations have bgen fighting onc
as to those in France and Russia,
previously
which was
on the German naval base at
from the Russian southern fronts say, appeal,
Mr. Anderson praised the work beon another
denied
Inflicted considerable damage
although;
them,
December 23 from
advancing
began
done by Walter Hines Page, the
n
In the aggregate. Detaills of the
of the proceeding, Frank's at- ing
ambassador to London, and
American
Tymbark, 35 miles southeast of Cra phase
expedition aire still lacking, and cow, with the apparent object of torneys argued to the; federal court said that
through the excellent relawhich
although Berlin asserts that the Brit- swinging around the left of the Rus of Georgia that state courts in
Mr. Page has established with
tions
been convicted of murder
ish aviators accomplished nothing, it
sians along the River Biala, north- Frank had
office he has been able
over their client tbe foreign
is said, in Hamburg that some damage
lost
had
jurisdiction
ward of Tarnow, and Joining forces
to accomplish many things beyond
trial'
fair
because he had not had a
wa)s done. It Is evident, however, that with the
army of General Ermolll,
the reach of other officials1. The Gerand should be tried, in an atmosphere
the heavy fog prevented the British which was
rail
the
advancing along
mans, at the date of Mr. Anderson's
court
of fairness. The Georgia federal
from carrying but fully their plans.
road from Sanok to Lisko.
from Europe, had atout
departure
habeas
on
a
to release Frank
Activity on land and sea apparently
The premature appearance of Gen refused
of war. About 200,- 450,000
prisoners
refused
Even In Russian Poi3 diminishing.
to the south corpus writ. Justice Newman
eral
army
were
000
Russians, an equal number
and declined to grant an appeal to
land the fighting is becoming less se- of
about 17,000 British, the
French
PfzemysL put the Russians on their
and
vere, without a decision having been guard, and the Russians continued the supreme court. The fuipeal to remainder
Belgians. The prisbeing
Justice Lamar, granted today, permits
reached. Vienna admits that the Ausoners were given the regular army, raalong the Biala river, moved down
hear-infor
case
up
trians have been compelled to retreat and attacked the Austrians at Tuc-ho- them to bring their
tion, and their iprincipal lack was
in Washington.
before the Galician Carpathians, and
15 miles south of Tarnow, whs re
suitable for the season and
clothing
exIn Berlin it Is said that the attempt
Justice Lamar, in a statement,
Most of
were successful in preventing a
for bathing.
they
had granted the ap- oportunities
to cross the Bzura river, In the adin summer
of the Austrian armies. Mean- - plained why he
been
had
arrested
them
junction
said the application for the
vance of Warsaw, has been abandon- while
and fall, wearing light clothing,, and
the attention of the Russians peal. He
an entirely different
presented
ed.
appeal
was directed to the Austrians advanc
were consequently suffering someIn the west the onslaught of the
situation from the application for a what from the cold.
ing from Sanok, which movement was
which he had declined
would seem to have been checked checked.
After their success in this writ of error,
The military prisoners, particularly,
The case
by the counter attack of the Germans. disitrict the Russians took the offen to grant soma time ago.
were
found in the worst circumstances
would be heard by the fall court in
sive along the Biala river.
the German
government
;
because
Movements Lose Headway
in
won the the ordinary course of business
battle-line- s
the
allow them to accept and
Russians
not
Christmas
would
28.
On
the
day
Dec.
London,
unless
the
a
half,
about a year and
wear civilian clothes, lest it facilitate
in both the eastern and western battle of Tuchow, the Austrians re
Georgia should ask to have It
state
of
the
move
day.
followiug
throughout
their
escape.
treating
arenas of the war the onward
execuadvanced. Meanwhile Frank's
In England the German and Ausments seemed today to hav& lest The Russians captured 3,500 prisoners tion is stained.
,
trian prisoners have been confined to
something of their headway. On the and IS machine guns.
Justice Lamar concluded his state- the race courses, but more recently
to
the
crossed
the
Russians
Later
has
offensive
allied
western front the
suc ment by saying:
have been transferred to ocean liners
momentarily shown a lack of vigor, western bank of the Biala and
court of the United
"The
supreme
Siedof
the
stormed
German
Height
cessfully
lying idle at their docks. The quarwhile von Hindenburg, the
a liska, four miles south of Tuchow. States has never determined whether, ters on the vessels are good, with
to
come
have
to
seems
commander,
on a trial for murdler in a state court,
standstill on the Vistula. At the The Russians took possession of a the due process clause of the fedora every facility for keeping the prisonstrip of territory and thus sue iniMiatitnt.lon guarantees the derenaam ers warm and properly fed.
same time Vienna admits a check to
needed in separating the two Austrian
Conditions in Austria, Mr. Anderson
stationed
along
forces
Austrian
the
a right to be present when the v;er-diforces.
said, are like those in Germany, and
the Galician Carpathians.
is rendered.
s
is
three
same is true of Russia." One of
General
army
the
the
past
French troops dming
has it decided the effect
"Neither
rein
to
full
unavoidable hardships Of -- ' the
the
Russians
said
be
by
avs have .". made minor advances,
a mow the
a
refusing
final
of
judgment
was the
i official communica- treat and the ' western army of the trial in. a ca.se where the defendant prison camps in all countries
judging' from
association o all classes of
Austriana is reported to be badly
enforced
apparently
but
In
out
Paris,
tion given
did-nmake the fact of his absence
as re crippled.
society.
not at the &me rate of speed
verdict was returned a
the
when
Russian forces, according to advices
claim
nor
that
motion
ported a fortnight ago.
of
the
ground
KILLED IN ROCK SLIDE
vnrt.h of the River Vistula, In Rua received today from Galicla, have suc the rendition of the verdict in his abre- ceeded in crossing Bilall river and in
Colo., Dec. 28. Misa
again
Georgetown,
slan Poland, the Germans,
sence was the denial of a right guara school teacher,
town of taking possession of a
O'Connell,
strip
Sarah
the
retaken
have
inforced,
anteed by the federal constitution.
of
when a rock
south
was
of
Tuhow,
killed
thereby
early
today
territory
Mlawa, but south of the river
"Such questions are involved in the
two Austrian armies.
the
demolished the O'Connell home
slide
old
grounu,
separating
their
on
Rtand
.tin
caste, and since they aare never been and four other
Ger- The two forces of General
buildings. Miss O'
In southern Poland, where tie
settled by an authoritative ruling by Connell was
are
In bed at the time
left,
Austrian
commander,
Austrian
the
asleep
the
man right Joins
the full court, It cannot be said that
mother. The latter escaped
claimed by the Russians to be retreatwith
fighting
fierce
her
some
been
there has
western there is such a want of probable cause uninjured. The deceased was the
ing precipitately and the
with slight gains for the
to warrant the refusal of an apbe
badly as
the reports Austrian army, is said to
daughter of Barney O'Connell, former
man allies, judging from
peal."
Rtate senator.
Berlin and Vienna.
v
crippled.
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An Early Hearing
The German Statement
Berlin, Dec. 28 (by Wireless to LonAtlanta, Ga., Dec. 28. Solicitor Dor-srwho conducted the prosecution
don )The German official statement
out today reports that the al of Leo M. Frank, said he hoped to
o
given
declares,
me AnBtrlang lies yesterday made an attack by land have the case heard in the supreme
,!, forces are pur.,unu
mountain
and sea on the town of Nieuport, sit.oourt wjttjin 60 days. Frank was sen-th,nto the Carpathian of pHs
extreme right of the German line tencf;J to oe hanged January 22, next
ands
many

y,

STALLED TRAINS MOVE
Phoenix, Ariz., Decl 28. Eight

.trains,
westbound
marooned In southern Arizona by the
floods of last week left here today with
SOC
passengers, some of whom" had
been stalled since Chris! ma.
trans-continent-al

TO OBEY

WARNING NEWS

IS INSTEAD OF CEASING THEIR GUNNING, HUNTERS ROWED FUR-THRF ROM BANK

KANSAS GOVERNOR TALKED OF ONE

DIES

OF

HIS

REACHES

WASHINGTON

AGENTS

OF THE FORMER "FIRST
CHIEF" OF CONSTITUTIONALISTS PLEASED

E

WOUNDS FIGHTING

NOW

IN

TlXPAM

HODGES MAY GET FEDERAL JOB
AS SOON AS HE QUITS PRESENT POSITION

THE OTHER," BADLY HURT, IS TA
KEN PRISONER BY PROVIN-CIAOFFICERS

Dec.
Washington,
Wilson expects to send to the senate
this week nominations of the five
members of the federal trade commis
sion. It was said at the White House
today that while he had not finally

Buffalo, N. Y., Dec. 28. One Amer
Washington, Ixic. 25. General Vilican was instantly killed and another las forces have suspended their atseriously wounded by Canadian troops tacks on Ebano, near Tampico, and
patroling the Canadian border at Fort tave continued their attacks on the
Erie, Ont., opposite this city, today seacoast of Tuxpam where fighting is
The men were hunting ducks out of in progress today, according to adseason in the Niagara river and In vices to the state department

chosen the commission, he has narrowed his list of eligibles down from
300 to a few men.
Among the men whom the president
is understood to be considering are
Governor West of Oregon, Joseph E.
Davies, commissioner of corporations;
Albert D. Norton!, a St. Louis lawyer
and former progressive condidate for
governor of Missouri; Henry j. Wa
ters, president of the Kansas agricultural college; George F. Peabody, a
New York banker and business man;
Edward N. Hurley of Chicago, president of the Illinois Manufacturers' association, and an expert on foreign
trade, particularly in South America;
former Attorney General T. S Felder
of Georgia; former Governor Anse
of South Carolina and Governor
...
Hodges of, Kansas.
Many Callers
Practically all democratic senators
in the city and many representatives
called on the president to congratulate
him on this,
birthday
anniversary. The president told his
callers that he" had never felt better.
The president's cabinet arranged to
call on him In a body at 6 o'clock this
evening to pay their respects and congratulate him. Other government officials left cards or sent letters of
congratulation during the day.

JOHNSON WILL C0I1E
TO JUAREZ TO BOX

?

Boehm-Ermelli'-

REFUSED

MARCH 17 IS SET AS THE DATE
FOR HIS ENGAGEMENT
WITH WILLARD

VILLA CONCENTRATES
ES FOR AN ATTACK
SEACOAST

L

Canadian waters.

HIS FORCON

THE

The Carranza agency here

Provincial Police

today

Officer Thomas Delaney of Fort Erie displayed the following telegram re
ordered the men to stop shooting. ceived from Carranza representatives

They declined and Delaney called at Galveston:
"Federal reports here although uncon
upon a corporal and two privates of
the Forty-fourt- h
battalion of the Ca firmed say that due to lack of com

nadian militia for assistance.
The corporal ordered the men to
come ashore. Instead they headed
their boat for the American shore and
were beating a hasty retreat when on
order of Delaney to the soldiers they
fired upon them. Walter Smith was
shot through
and killed, and
Charles Dorsch was seriously wounded in the shoulder. Both resided in

munication the Villa forces are eva
cuating Mexico City. It is believed
they are doing this om account of the
crying need of forces in the north, to.
save the lines of communication and
to prevent Torreon, Chihuah.ua
and
Juarez from being captured. Villa
would prefer to engage in battle outside of the capital with Carranza'?
army of 100,000 men lying between
lure and Mexico City.
"Eulallo Gutierrez, through a commission, has authorize:! Antonio 1.
as president ot the now extim t
Aguas Calientes convention,' to ac
cept his resignation as provisions f
president and to notify Carranza that
his services will be at the orders of
the first chief.
"There whereabouts of Gutierrez is
now not definitely known, but it is
believed he Is making bis way toward
San Luis Potosi. This action on thft
folpart of Gutierrez, which Is being
lowed by many of his subordinates, is

the,-hea-

Buffalo.

When the hunters toppled over tn
their boat the soldiers put out In a
anr
the .hunters' craft to

bt

shore.

Secretary of State Bryan was not!
fled of the shooting by Vice Consul
J. P. Curtis of Fort Erie.
"Whether or not complications will

result is a debatable question,'' said
"While two Americans
Mr. Curtis.
were shot, the information available
i3 that they were
shooting ducks
without a Canadian license and were
in Canadian waters, where they had
no right to be under the circumstan
ces. No arrests have been made as
a result of the shooting."
The coroner's inquest will be held
late today.

(Continued on Page Five.)

STRIKERS PURCHASED

BISHOP RIORDAN DEAD
ARMS FOB DEFENSE.
San Francisco, Sec. 28. New. Tear's
week will be one of mourning for the
largely Roman Catho!?c population of THIS IS EXPLANATION
MADE IN
San Francisco and for adhenents o
MURDER TRIAL AT CANON
that denomination all over the counCITY
try, who lament the death yesterday

Chicago, Dec. 28. The date of the of Archbishop Patrick William Rior-daCanon City, Colo., Dec. 28. David
heavyweight championship boxing conof the archdiocese centering here.
Robb, a national organizer or tno
test between Jack Johnson and Jess
t'nited Mine Workers or America,
Willard has been set for March 17, in
' WHEAT STILL RISING
spent, between $300 and $100 of union
was
announced
it
by
Mexico,
Juarez,
Portland, Ore., De-- . ZS. Today sa w
for arms during the week pre
funds
Willard's business representative.
the previous record prices which have
the attack by strikers upon
ceding
prevailed on the Portland wheat exChandler mine, according to
the
change in the last few weeks surpass
Curley Denies Report
'Robb's testimony today in the trial of
ed, when 5,000 bushels of bluestem
charged with mur
2S.r
Promoter wheat for February delivery sold at seven
El Paso, Texas, Dec.
of
William
der
King in the Chandler
Jack Curley, who has signed Jack $1.32 a bushel, and 5.000 bushels of
.
1914.
26,
of
battle
April
Johnson and Jess Willard for a world's February club sold at ?1.30. The price
of
one
the
defendants, was
Itobb,
championship contest, denied
paid for February bluestem was three
for
stand
to
the
called
the report from Chicago that the date cents above the last previous sales.
when the trial was resumed affor the fight had been set and that
Bids for other grades of futures
the
Christmas recess. He said th
ter
to one cent higher
Juarez had been set as the place.
were from one-hal-f
expended for arms had been
money
"Neither the date nor the place for than last Saturday as were the bids
the six local unions of min-:p- n
raised
by
when
club.
the fight has been set," he said
on spot Russian, red fife and
Fremont
county. The witness
la
shown the Chicago dispatch. ."It will Exportation of wheat and flour to Eu
were
.secured for
feuns
said
the
8
and rope continues on a large scale.
probably; be held March. 6 or
J'tfeiMie.-- . He denied that ho
Juarez has a good chance to get
had Incited the striker to orgaui;
WHERE IS THE COIN?
but this Is not certain. It will probfor the attack ,wpon Chandler.
s8.
Walter
Coffeyville, Bas., Deev
ably not be held In March."
not
had
the
baseball
pitcher,
Johnson,
Must Vacate Houses
AMERICAN CONSULS LEAVE
up to late today received the $6,000
which dispatches last Saturday said
Wheeling, W. Va., Dec. 28. Notices
Washington, Dec 28. The German President Weeghman of tue Chicago were sent out
today from tho offices
government has formally notified the Federals was returning to him. The of
Mahrer Coal com
the
Purseglove
sutte department that
American
sent to the Chicago club pany, operating mines in eastern Ohio
was
money
American consuls at Belgium must
by Johnson to pay back a bonus ad- to its striking miners, telling them
bo acceptable to the German military vanced for
signing a contract with the that they would have to pay rent for
authorities and that it is desirable
Johnson
Federals.
said, even if the company houses they occupy after
that" some of the consuls be withmoney came, he would not accept it January 15. Fifteen
hundred men
drawn for the present at least.
until after he had the advice of Man- who have been on strike since last
ager Griffith of the "Washington club. April will be affected ly the ord-rMILLIONAIRE ACCUSED
which Is expected "will be duplicate ?
milPAYS
BANK
FRENCH
28.
Fish,
Dec
Joseph
CIcago,
by other operating companies.
Paris. Dec. 28. The Bank of France
lionaire fire Insurance adjuster who
Copies of the notice were sent to
was acquitted on a charge of arson declared a dividend today for the sec John P. While, president of the Trs?
Christmas eve, was placed on trial ond semester of the fiscal year of 90 ted Mine Workers of Africa, at Intteart
again today on another arson charge. francs ($18). During the preccdina; dianapolis, and to John
Twelve veniremen were sworn and fiscal year dividends amounting to of the orcsnizatlcn hi O'i'o ;if Colo;..
208 francs ($331 were paltt
edjourament taken for a week.
j

to-da-

pur-jKses- "f

:'

.

ty daughter of Colonel L. II. Moses
of the United States marine corps, ar
rived here last week on army transport, ehe wore a leopard skin taken
from an animal she shot and killed all
by heraelf In the Orient.
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ASLEEP III

nnn ll'P

nun unu d

IICPT

South OidoHoja.

Chicago, 111., Dec. 28. Tomorrow
night the first opera composed iby
Did Not Mean to Bean Illinois woman will be presented by Young Boy
come Stowaway, ut Could'
the Century Opera company. The writ
er is Mrs. Alfred B. Andrews of
Not Help It.
Evanston.
cele
Mrs. Betsey Storey recently
brated her 102nd birthday at Carmi,
AT PLAY ON STEAMER
111.
She never wore a corset, and is
BELOW IS A UST OF ITEMS YOU MAY NEED BUY THEM
an advocate of the simple life.
WHILE YOU GET THE BENEFIT OF THE DISCOUN- Tof Jobless women
Fully
Big Ship Sailed and the Little Lad
have been supplied with positions in
COTTON AND WOOL BLANKETS
Took Refuge Up on the Huge For
Chicago through the aid of the Chi
mast Where a 6allor Discovered
Domestics, wool goods, silks,
cago Woman's club, The jolre found
Him.
laces, embroideries, wool "and
number over 400.
cotton underwear, men's clothing and
Brooklyn, N. Y. A little twelve-yea- r
furnishings, boys' nothing and furWomen old boy gazed wistfully from the of
Dec.
28
Kansas
and
Mo.,
bags-cases,
suit
City,
trunks,
nishings,
M
corsets and brassieres, in fact ev
jurors will be impanelled In Kansas fleers' deck of the steamer Verona,
aa
by
ne- a
few
with
store
the
in
during the coming year; Wyandotte arriving from Naples,awtehedguided
erything
slowly
she
two
tugs
tiny
move
county will inaugurate the new
cessary exceptions.
through the water into her berth in
ment.
South Brooklyn. The youngster looked
dress
coats,
"Women'. uits, dresses,
Texas women are raising a fund to askance at the stolid purser, pleading
build a Btate training school for girls to be left on shore. But a stowaway,
1 skirts, fur coatf, fur sets, silk waists,
1-child,
Charles Page, a millionaire of Tulsa, even if only a
and
Children's coat3
J and petticoats.
l
home for every wi must remain on board and little
a
Okla.,
provides
f dresses.
remained.
dow In the state who applies.
On the second day out from the Bay
1-- 2
clamNew York, Dec. 2S.- - A week from of Naples, a grizzled seaman
foremast
tne
from
down
bered
dizzy
today, Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt, Miss with a bundle huddled close in his
Anne Morgan and other
prominent arms, which upon Investigation by
tired noted American scientists from women will inaugurate a popular ball the curious passengers turned out to
youngster huduniversities and laboratories in all room, to cut the coat of modern danc be a
Strand dling in fear. The seaman had found
above
the
roof
The
garden
ing.
here
of
America, gathered
pans
of a youngster curled
for thn annual meeting of the theater has been selected. The wom the slight wisp
bealoft in the perch of the crow's nest,
medium
a
en
to
strike
seek
happy
Ad
the
for
Association
American
ound asleep.
vancement of Science, The opening tween tho high and low priced dance
Brought before the commandant, the
halls.
Dr.
over
by
little
meeting was presided
Btowaway was too frightened at
The "prettiest divorcee" in New first to
Charles W. Eliot, president emeritus
say a word. Then he lisped
o Harvard.
The subjects on the pro- York, Mrs. Blanche Velerie Berus, will between sobs and sniffles a tale that
wed on Thursday Matthew Hanson of moved the etout seadogs. He wanted
gram for discussion cover a wide field
to be a real sailor, like those who sail
Grand Rapids, Mich., a banker.
of human knowledge.
In the "big ships that have smokeHon.
Clarissa
The
only
Tennant,
Columbia
of
Dr. Edmund B. Wilson
stacks" to lands far, far away. His
a
HAVE
and
ON
FOOT TO
Lord Glencomer
MOVEMENT
University, the retiring president, de- daughter of
papa, the youngster plaintively conof
Brit
the
wife
of
Mrs.
niece
SENATE KILL THE LITER.
Asquith,
of
livered an address on the subject
no and no.
a visitor tinued, always kept saying
ACY TEST
"Some Aspects of Progress In Modorn ish prime minister, will be
So what could little Giuseppe do? He
next week.
ran away to the boats to set out to
Zoology," which was closely followed here
Dr. J. II. Landau of this city has by the scientists.
It is estimated In church circles lea.
been appointed as the member for
More than a score of affiliated or- that there ar9 2,500 women preachers
Up, up the huge foremast of the big
New Mexico of a committee formed ganizations are holding their conven- in the United States.
ships that had smokestacks clambered
has the the little Giuseppe with several of his
Mrs. Maud
In New York city to protest against tions in connection with the meeting
immiwhole companions while the Verona was
Smith
a
the
She
test
in
hires
the literacy
of tho American association. Amoug skating hobby.
cargo in the Neapolitan
gration bill, now before the United others are the American Society of rink and a whole brass band three loading her the
Near
very height of the
port.
Interhas
Dr.
Landau
and
a
senate.
States
high price
pays
Bacteriologists, the Entomological So times a week,
where
they had reached a
ested several of the prominent men of ciety of America, the American So- for a skating expert to instruct her. world all to themselves, the youngsters
the state in this question and already ciety of Economic Entomologists, the She is a noted tennis player in the stopped and began playing with amazseveral letters, signtr by them, have Botanical Society of America, the Am summer.
ing daring the game of sailor. When
the watchman on deck finally caught
been sent to United States Senators erican Psychological association, the
T. B. Catron and A. B. Fall.
Dover. Delaware, Dec. 28.- - in order sight of the imps crawling along the
American Microscopical society, the
Charles Ilfeld of this city also has American Society of Naturalists, the that her seven children might partici lanyards, he got them down by the
a
interested himself in the work and American Physical Society, the Geolo pate in a big estate, Mrs. Emory Scot- - nape of the neck, administered
and sent the bad boys home
has "written to the senators. The J. gical Society of America, the Paleon-tologlc- ten has consented to be decreed "le thrashing
to their mammas.
The youthful seaB. Rosenwald lodge of the I. O. B. B.
Society of America and the gally dead." She waived her claims, men limped home weeping with the
recently Yield a meeting and passed American Folklore society.
which the court held equivalent to her exception of GiuseppsJ-llm- ,
the ex" resolutions
condemning tlio literacy
The meetings are being held 'at the death.
test as
and inhuman in
University of Pennsylvania and will
spirit, and as calculated to close the fytend until Saturday.
This wejk
Helena, Mont., Dec; 28. Sophie
gates of America to large numbers of was chosen because most of the deleof Glasgow is the first woman ap
desirable immigrants who seek, refuge
gates are connected with universities pointed to public office in Montana,
in the United States from religlous
and are at liberty at this particular She was last week named a notary
and political persecution."
public.
time.
The literacy test provides that no
Immigrant shall be allowed to enter
Lame back may come from overPhiladelphia, Pa., Dec, 2S. The
the United States unless he is able
of
muscles
In
of noise in Philadelphia if
abatement
the
settled
cold
work,
to do a certain amount of reading and the
back, or from disease. In the two meeting with success under the cam
writing in the English language. It former cases the right remedy Is paign of direction begun by Mrs. Imo
was Incorporated in the Burnett Im
It gene Oakley, cairman of the commit
SNOW LINIMENT.
BALLARD'S
migration bill some time ago and was should be rubbed in thoroughly over tee on unnecessary noise in the Civic
7assed by the United States house of the affected part, the relief will be Club of Philadelphia. The work has
representatives and by the senate. prompt and satisfactory. Price 25c. silenced the Rtreet3 around hospitals
The bill was, however, vetoed by 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by and secured quiet near school
President Taft. The same measure Central
Drug Co. Adv.
was written into the present ImmigraThe American flag to be unfurled
tion bill, known as the Smith bill.
at tire official opening of the Panama
This has been passed b)' the house
canal will be made in the Betsy Ross
of representatives and is now before
house in this city. The stars are be
OF THE WEEK
WOMEN
the senate. In a letter received by
ing supplied by the governors of the
Dr. Iandau from C V. Safford, sectdifferent states.
4
ary to Senator T. B. Catron, the in
formation Is given that the bill has
Clambered Up the Foremast
Washington, D. C, Dec. 2S. WashBoston, Dac. 2S. A honeymoon in
gone over until after the Christmas ington society has had a distinct thrill the frozen lands of northern Canada
cited
watchman had not Been, and the
recess but will be considered imme- from the announcement that Miss Eli- is the choice of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Monfrini was too terrified to
young
diately after the senate reconvenes." zabeth Rogers ia to wed Prince Chris-tio- n E. Smith. They are young artists venture down the long dizzy rope up
"The clause as to literacy in the
of Germany, nephew of the kaistudying together, and they will at which he had earlier climbed.
bill doubtless will te amended to ser. The ceremony will take place
When the whistles blew their faretempt to reproduce the beautiful snow
quite a considerable extent, and will in the spring at Berlin. Miss Rogers and forest scenes- well and the tall mast began to tremnot be the drastic measure as eet was one of the belles of Washington.
ble against the sky, and the crowded
forth in the original draft of the bill,"
and the harbor craft with masts
A plan for the women of America
piers
Checks Croup Instantly
began to recede gradually from the
to settle the European war by calling
says Mr. Safford's letter.
You know croup is aangeronua. Ano perch where Monfrini was huddled, the
If the bill is passed with the literacy on the women of all neutral nations
you
ought to know too, the sense of youngster at first felt elated with exIn
clause
it, it "is thought that tie to meet and form an international
that comes from having Fo citement. At last he was like a real
security
measure will be vetoed by President commission, has been presented to
and Tar Compound in the sailor on a big ship that had a smokeley's
Honey
Wilson.
Secretary Bryan by a delegation from house. It cuts the thick mucus and stack. But soon he saw the friendly
the Women's Political Union of New clears
shore fading away In the distance and
away the phlegm, stops the
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
York, headed by Mrs. Harriet Stanton
empty
only the sky, vast,
strangling cough and gives easy and friendless,
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they Biatch.
surrounding his gaze at
usand
breathing
quiet sleep. Every
every side, and he began to wish his
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
From census statistics, it is discov- er
Is a friend.
O. G. Schacfer and
companions were still with him. Hi
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional ered that 31 women follow the blackRed Cross Drug Store. Adv.
feeling of loneliness gave way to a
disease, and In order to cure it you smith trade in America. There are
hunger. He began to tremble
gnawing
must take Internal remedies. Hall's 13 bricklayers, and several thousand
MUSIC TEACHERS MEET
violently, his lips quivered; he looked
Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, and are classed as laborers In the iron and
Pittsburgh, Pa., Dec, 28. Music stu down at the dizzy deck below and he
acts directly upon the blood and mu- steel industries. AH told, the women
a few days of re began to cry. Nobody heard, he was
cous surface. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is workers comprise 25 per ceut of the dents are having
so high frorr the deck, and all alone
the
country, while he
not a quack medicine.
It was pre- country's wage earners. One woman spite throughout
finally .Bobbed himself to sleep.
their teachers are comparing notes
So you wanted to be a
scribed by one of the best physicians In every four Is working.
"H'mph!
and exchanging ideas at the annual eailorman, eh?" asked Commandant
in this country for years and is a regconvention of the Music Teachers' Na- Gull, in bis deepest of tones, not unlike
ular prescription. It Is composed of
San Francisco, Dec. 23. A bill la to
the best tonics known, combined wita be presented to the California legisla- tional association, which opened this the rumbling of distant thunder.
The music teachers have
"Non, Maestro, non I want to oh,
the best blood purifiers, acting direct- ture providing women judges for juve- morning'.
take me back to my papa."
come
please
and
will
hold
far
and
from
near,
ly on the mucous surfaces. The per- nile courts. Radical changes are to
And Giuseppe will, indeed, go bacfc to
sessions tomorrow and Wednesday, at
fect combination of the two ingre- be made In the
his papa, a prominent Slenese railway
handling of juvenile which
prominent teachers will speak official,
dients is what produces such wonder-fu- l cases.
whose entreaties had sent the
on teaching problems.
results in curing catarrh.
Send
police of three countries scouring all
Love takes no heed of distance, ac
for testimonials, free.
comers of Europe for the little Giuaep
cording to Miss Ethel Penrose, the
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props, Toledo,
pe, who. It was feared, had been kidbelle
jour-Solwho
of
Sydney, Australia,
O.j
PILLS
nu;Kd. A wireless message from the
75c.
CHICHESTER
by Druggists, price
r.eyed across the Pacific to wed T. M.
evona had reassured the father.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!- - Owens, a young
mining engineer. Miss fS
pation.
Penroso i3 one of the best women kk
? boKM, sealed with lilue Ribtxm. V
Comes High!
--I
V
is.L i lil! i ah.,. 1t,v f
swimmers of Australia and the couple
St. Petersburg. The czar's lates
IF HUAftil
tlx
AMERICAN SCIENTISTS MEET
VsTfT vests known as lif.it. riiA.H, kliaU trip 1,200 miles coHt $DOO,00O; most
first met at a swimming match.
' Jf it was spent for protection.
Philadelphia, Dee. 28. Fifteen bun- SCL3EfD;:i'fiaiSISEVtRVV,i!RE
When Miss Beatrice Mosos, the pret- Eatdhlukod
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red bells and much mistletoe over
every door.
A Few Good Kitchen Aprons
The Committee in charge of the
"stunt" portion of the :program was
composed of Arthur Seligman, chairAT
man; Theodore N. Espe, Ira L, Grimshaw and Brian Boru Dunne. James
L. Seligman assisted the committee
in the selection of the presents.
The ladies in charge of the refresh
ments were; Mrs. Levi A. Hughes,
Mrs. A. B. itenehan, assist IT PREPARES FINAL REPORTS;
PLEASANT EVENING IS SPENT chairman;
Mesdames C, C Catron, Dorman,
ant;
WILL BE MERGED WITH
PANNING PROMINENT NEW
Grimshaw, L&van, March, Parker, Ar
NEW COMMISSION
MEXICANS
thur Seligman, Small, Thornton, Van
Mor
Washington, Dec. 28. That imme
Santa Fe, Dec. 23. Santa Claim Stone, Wright, Norment, Kegel,
Carl
Pond, MacGillivray and
ley,
diately upon the organization of the
visited the Santa Fe club here Christnew federal commission creat?d by
mas night and with a touch of his Bishop.
the last session of congress there will
magic wand turned this well known
Wheezlngl n the lungs indicates tbat be available for its use not only a
end much talked of organization into
Is obstructing
the air pas
phlegm
large amount of available data, but
a regular Washington Gridiron, roastBALLARD S HOREHOUND a cohesive and efficient
sages.
body of em
ing state officials and well known SYRUP loosens the
phlegm so that It ployes trained in the specialized kind
New Mexico men in his skillet as he
can be coughed up and ejected. Price of work which the commission will
handed out Christmas presents.
25c, SOc and 1.00 per bottle. Sold by of
a
was
necessity carry on, is made evl
It
rollicking, uproarious
Central Drug Co. Adv.
dent by the annual report of the
Judge Lorin C. Collins, formerly
commissioner of corporations, Joseph
speaker of the Illinois house of repMRS. McFARLAND COMING
E. Daviea. made public today. This
resentatives and judge on the Panama
Santa Fe, N, M., Dec. 28. Mrs. Ida report reveals the bureau of corpora
canal bench, playing the role of Santa.
lec tions to be
'The clubmen, 58 la number, with their Cruse McFarland, the well known
very busily engaged in
turer who spoke during the sessions the
wives and sweethearts, gathered
preparation of data for the new
of the Santa Fe summer school last commission into Which it is to be
around an electrically lighted tree and
summer will be the speaker at the
(;;;;
tils?
x,M4:
ran the gantlet as their names were
merged, with the purpose of making
first regular meeting for 1915 of the the bureau force available at onco
called.
Santa Fe Woman's club. The meet for the work of the commission.
One of the funniest features of the
ing will be held in the Old Palace on
kitchen apron is by well. The red will not fade in th
During the past few months, a gen
evening was the
January 5, at 8 in the evening instead eral comprehensive survey has been TME means an ungraceful garment, least with any amount of washing,
repartee of Warden J. B. McMamis
of in the afternoon and an attractive made
much ingenuity is evident In de and is therefore liked better than any
by the bureau of the whole In and
with Judge Collins, both Irishmen.
it to meet all the require other solid color. The apron pictured
musical program will be a feature. dustrial
signing
to
a
vinw
haviny
field, with
Holding out a toy telescope Judge War and Literature" will be the sub
ments of housework and good looks is an example of the use of this red
immediately available to tint commis
Collins said:;
it the same time. The new pat binding on a medium large shepherd's
of the lecture, which cannot fail
sion, if needed, the general fats of terns, that cover the entire figure, check. The neck, sleeves,
"You are looking for escaped con- ject
pocket and
to be of intense interest, as Mrs. Mc- the
.processes of manufacture, organi look better and are far more practical edges are bound with it. It brightens
victs, are you not, Mr. McManus?"
Farland is a most able and interest zation, and dominant financial control than the
aprons set on to a band, that up the otherwise ordinary pattern and
To which "Mack" replied:
speaker. All members of the club in any line of industry. A large card preceded them. It is just about as makes it really attractive.
ing
"Well, not around
are urged to be present, and a general index system,
Some aprons are made of the heavshowing the directors easy to make aprons that protect the
There was a deafening roar of
invitation Is extended to the public, of the principal industrial, railroad whole dress, cover the sleeves and ier cotton crepe In gray and finished
laughter in which Santa Claus joined.
being asked to pay only the and public utility corporations; insur stay in place, as to make those gath- with borders In solid colors or figState Engineer "Jim" French was strangers
ered to a
and It is quite as easy ures. These usually fasten in front
admission fee.
cents
25
usual
"
ance companies, and banks, has also to do themband,
and look very much like home dresses.
given a hot brick, made in the pent- up.
been completed in line with this pur
calico
and
are They are not closed below the waist
Gingham,
percale
tentiary, with the request that he
Gore, Pa P. A. Morgan had occa pose. This preliminary work has re used, cut by plain kimono-sleevepat- line and are easily slipped on and oft.
finish the paving around the plaza
sion recently to use a liver medicine vealed that there are
terns like that shown in the picture The front of the dress under them la
approximately
gome time before the millenium; At- and says of Foley Cathartic Tablets: 6,500
corporations, exclusive of tnose given here. Indigo blue and white, protected because, in these patterns,
torney General Clancy was awarded
thoroughly cleased my system under the jurisdiction of the inter or black and white, are selected for the fronts overlap.
a toy contortionist "to help you re- TheyI felt
The new aprons are, in fact, so
like a new man lignt ana state commerce commission, which permanency In color. Any number of
and
verse yourself in your opinions";
in figures and checks and like house dresses that they may bo
jtltterns
free. They are the best medicine I have a
capital stock or bonded and stripes give one a wide choice in worn instead of a dress. But
Judge Parker of the state supreme have ever taken for constipation. They
they are
other indebtedness amounting to $1,- - design.
made with ample sleeves, round necks
court, noted for his careful driving
liver
active,
sweet,
stomach
the
keep
000,000 or over, and which are en
of motor cars, was handed a huge
Aprons made of these good substan and simple fastenings, so that they
bowels regular." O, G. Schaefer and
in
ad
cotton fabrics having a white slip on over a dress easily. Sleeves
tial
in
commerce,
interstate
GO miles an
gaged
to
down
"Slow
eign
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
dition to many smaller corporations ground with black stripes are great are short and out of the way. Altotour"; Judge Hanna received a motto
"
Shep gether, well chosen kitchen or work
which will likewise come within the favorites for
to be firm on the bench; Assistant
TOPIC IS EMPLOYMENT
checks
and
dots
herd's
aprons may be said to be attractive
figure
polka
commission.
of
this
jurisdiction
Attorney General Grimshaw drew a
among these also. For sweeping and in themselves.
Philadelphia, Dec. 28. Reports on Over
Certainly the neat
tuese
of
corporations
cloth dog, black in coior, "to keep
unemployment and addresses on this have voluntarily furnished the bureau dusting the Indigo blue cottons with housewife knows how to look very
small white dots for figures are made "fetching" in them.
your other dog company and keep him important subject are scheduled for
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
at home"; Levi A. Hughes, president the eighth annual meeting of the upon request reports as to their finan up with caps to match and are better
of the club, was given" a sack of beans American Association for Labor Leg cial condition, organization, and oth than the more readily soiled cottons
Some of the new evening models
er valuable facta, to be at the dis- with white ground for these purposes.
"for the Belgians"; Attorney E. R.
islation, which opens here today.. Re
cotton
have
are
fabrics
Turkey-reused
apron drapery in th front; and
commission
its
the
of
upon
Wright a poker to keep him strong ports of investigators have been pre- position
for making bindings on the shepherd's an odd thing about it is that the apron
and steadfast, the orator making a pared so that the status of the pres organization.
checks more 'particularly but are section falls longer than the foundaDuring the past year the bureau liked on tt dark hlu aprons as tion. The aproa 1 of metallic lace.
few jests on the subject;
be
situation
may
ent
unemployment
p
exten
Otero, national committeeman of the discusest! intelligently. Robert G. Va- has engaged in, a number of
most of which
sive
(invejsftigatidns,
an
machine
adding
party,
discus.progressive
lentine of Boston will lead a
Handsome Matched Sets
to assist himj in compiling progressive sion on the iepsonsilbility and oppor were made at 'the direction of con
gress. Keports on tne taxation oi
majorities; Angus McGlHivray, the tunity of the employer.
well known sheep man, a picture of The working out of workmen's com- corporations, covering the tax move
ment of the. United States in 1912,
a Buick car to remind him of his au
pensation in various states will be and the system of corporate taxation
tomobile purchases; District Judge another
topio for discussion, and vari in force in the mountain and Paci
bottle of ous
Abbott received a
of labor legislation will be fic
phases
states, were issued during the
crude oil with the legend, "The total
speakers.
by
presented
year. A report covering the condioutput of oil from your San Juan
of production, irnolesale distrition
W.
Colonel
George
county wells";
Gas In the stomacn comeB from food
inPrichard, former attorney general of which has fermented. Get rid of this bution and prices in the lumber
a
'"
of
the
as
results
well
as
dustry,
New Mexico, who has extensive mitt
badly digested food as quickly as posshinthe
into
e
would-binvestigation
special
a
received
lng interests,
sible if ypu would avoid a bilious atstate
nugget; Arthur Seligman, former may- tack; HERBINB is the remedy you gle and lumber industry of the
was
made
of
public.
Washington,
the
of
and
chairman
or of Santa Fe
need. It cleanses and strengthens the
At present the full force of special
Santa Fe county road board, drew a stomach, liver and bowels, and reand
agents,
over
attorneys, statisticians
bubble "to assist you in bubbling
stores energy and cheerfulness. Price
the wonders of the road to Lamy 50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv other employes are exerting every effort to complete the remaining work
Post
when you next go
oC the bureau before the organization
master James L, Seligman of Santa
VOTE ON CITY MANAGER
Final reof the trade comrsslon.
oil with a
Fe drew a bottle of
Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 28. A spe
on
tobacco
on
the
industry,
oil
ports
up cial election is being held in Los An
poem atached begging him to
on state
farm
associations,
machinery
Nos. 3, 1 and also No. 10, "which argeles today, to decide whether the city
corporate taxation, and on competirive these days the Lord knows will
adopt the city manager plan of tive conditions in the retail lumber
r
when."
running the city's business. A great
immeIn
the
be
to
issued
Newspaper men also "got theirs." deal of enthusiasm has been aroused trade, are
Frank Stapline of the State Record, over this amendment, In view of the diate future. Special reports on the
fertilizer industry and on the invesreceived an air machine "to manufac success of the
plan in other cities.
made under the resolution of
Brian
ture hot air this winter," and
Another amendment being voted on tigation
the United States senate as to cerB. Dunne of the New Mexican reqelv-etoday provides for borough govern
a pair of tanglefoot slippers with ment for suburbs, which may seek an tain alleged discriminations in the
the request to learn a few more "new nexation but desire to retain local gov- Oklahoma oil fields are being rapidly
steps." Secretary George H. Van ernment. A third amendment provides brought Into shape for publication,
Stone of the Santa Fe chamber of for a voice in the municipal govern- The investigation which the bureau
has been making Into the economic
commerce received a horn "to toot ment
by the minority.
character and facts of the system of
ATCHED sets, in the millinery a fitch border at each end. Both are
your praises of Ancient Santa Fe";
resale price maintenance, 1. e., the JA shops, mean three articles, at lined with plain brown satin.
Professor S. G. Morley, authority on
Best For Kidneys Says Doctor
The turban needs a border of fitch
the Mayan civilization, drew a bag Dr. J. T. R. Neal, Greenville, So. practice of manufacturers and dis- least, made up of the same materials
tributors to fix the price at which and corresponding in style. A neck- fur at the top of the velvet band, or
of candy "dating back to the time of
ex30
of
his
years
Car., says that in
"
retailers or other dealers in their piece, muff and hat, or a neckpiece, a group of small animal heads of
the Mayas
he has found no preparation
perience
evenof
shall sell to consumers or bag and hat, constitute the usual sete fitch or some other decorative touch
the
One of the biggest hits
for the kidneys equal to Foley Kidney products
of thr '6 pieces.
Sometimes a
of the fur, to match it up with the
to
is rapidly advancother
was
lantern
a
purchasers
presented
green
ing
set includes all the accessories other pieces.
Pills. In 50c and $1.00 sizes. Best you
being mentioned, but as a rule only three
Charles C. Catrou, the lawyer and son can
ing;) anjai the Investigation
A velvet set in black is shown, with
buy for backache, rheumatism.
of United States Senator Catron, who kidney and bladder ailments. O. G. made into the divergence in state are made to correspond.
the velvet fulled on the barrel-shapelaws relating to foreign corporaThese matched sets employ fur, vel muff. Passementerie beads, tassels and
was arrested for speeding or some Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
(or buckle make a novel trimming.
motor mishap in Albuquerque some Adv.
tions, with the purpose of securing a vet, brocades, silk and
In the plush and fur combination
more uniform system, with its at- plush) in their construction, and are
time ago. With the lamp came a
plush is used in the body, of the
to. the business world embellished with passementerie beads,
benefit
tendant
poem as follows;
Is
The Havana track
nearly ready
to the public, rs nearing com silk and millinery flowers and fruits. pieces and fur in the decoration.
for the big meet which opens Janu- and
Furs are combined with fabrics, or
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
"In law, politics, tennis and speeding,
two kinds of fur may be made up toary 7 for 68 or more racing days. The pletion.
rethese
With
of
the completion
too,
Circular Sklrte.
gether. Fur and velvet is a rich and
liberal offerings are praised by horseYou hold your own as few men do.
Circular skirts may be tin next
ports, the 11 years work of the bu popular association of material. Satin
men.
is tnxpensive and as thing on the calendar of dress. At
reau of corporations will close. Dur- and
Yet down in Albuquerque they tell a
more costly furs. any rate, they are a coming possibilas
beautiful
the
made
time
bureau
has
this
that
ing
joke
This and Five Cents!
over 40 reports on the various in Velvet alone and velvet embellished ity. A circular that has already made
That you are not yet 'city broke.'
with passementerie stands between its appearance is made of white tafJust wear this green lamp on your DON'T MISS THIS. Cut out this vestigations of the largest industries the
costlier furs, and less costly feta. It is fitted at the hips and falls
in. addition has
limousine
slip, enclose five cents to Foley and in the country, and
in point of price and are less in wide ripples at the ankles.
plushes
to
be
other durable than either, but utterly femSo that by Tom O'Brady it will
Co., Chicago, 111., writing your name been of constant assistance
seen."
Drecoll'a Lace Gown.
and address clearly. You will receive branches of the government service inine and elegant
In America there is little doubt that
A set of two furs combined in neck
in return a free trial package contain- and to congress principally in con
A toast was drunk to absent mem- ing Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, nection with tariff and trust legis piece and muff, worn with a small Drecoll'8 black lace gowns over satin
military turban, is shown in the pic will find much favor. He also brings
bers of the club. All of the ladies for coughs, colds , and croup. Foley lation.
ture. A flat neckpiece of fine Hud- out the Inevitable suit of baby lamb;
were given, aa their Christmas sou- Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic
son seal supports a handsome fitch Paris is never able to get through th
venir, a flower which was presented! Tablets. For sale In your town by
Charlie Taft, son of the former pres
skin, one of the most fashionable of season without one such costame ofclub!
0. G. Schaefer and Red Corss Drug ident, is blosHoming in basketball at furs. The muff Is barrel shaped with. fered to the American buyer.
ly Santa Claus Collins. The
was beautifully decorated with holly,! Co. Adv.
Yala.
,'

GRIDIRON PARTY

THE CORPORATION
BUREAU WILL

SANTA FE
CLUB
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DONA AN

SUED

Santa Fe, Dec. 28.Attorney C. E.
Wade, Jr., is today sending to Las
Cruces for filing in the district conn
for Dona Ana county a suit in the
name of W. A. Fleming Jones of Las
Cruces, and Percival Brooks Coffin,
successor in Interest of the firm of
Coffin &' Crawford, bond brokers of
Chicago, against tho county oi Dona
Ana. The plaintiffs seek to recover
the sum of $10,000 damages on an alleged breach of a contract between
them and the board of county commissioners. The contract is for the
sale by the county to the plaintiffs
and the purchase by them of 170,000
of refunding bonds of the county of
ixrna Ana. Tne piainuiirs allege !n
their complaint that after the making
of the contract the aefndant county
faild to carry out its end of the agree
ment and to deliver the bonds es
agreed upon; that the county of Dona

Ana violated its contract and sold au
delivered the bonds to one James G
Cahill of St Louis.
Why They Recommend

Foley's Honey

and Tar.
F. A. Efird, Conejo, Calif. because
"it produces the best results, always
cures severe colds, sore chest and
lungs and does not contain opiates
or harmful drugs.". Dr. John W. Tay
lor, Lutherville, Ga. because "I believe it to be an honest medicine and
it satisfies my patrons." vV. L Cook,
Neihart, Mont. because "It gives the
best results for coughs and colds of
anything I sell.". Every user is m
friend. O. G, Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

The Central league may enlarge to
eight teams, taking into the fold
Erie and Wheeling.
Youngstown,
Springfield, Ohio, is out.

tsss
OFFICERS A NDlDIRECTOKS
H, W. Kelly. President
Jftoob Gross, Vioe-Pres- t,
Clarence Idea, Secy. & Treas.
Donald Steward,
C. C. Bobbins,

East Las Vegas.

K. M.

I

Albuquerque, N.IM,
Pecos, N. M.
Trinidad. Colo.
Rowe, N. M.

Santa Fe, N-

M.

GROSS KELLY & CO.

diamond-cut-diamon-

INCORPORATED

Wholesale Grocers
PELTS, LUMBER.
BAIN WAGONS
NAVAJO BLANKETS
EAGLE HAY PRESSES
WOOL. HIDES

(Si

d

,

"cook-aprons.-

one-thir-

d

FIND WHAT YOU WANT

WANT ADS

SELL' WHAT YOU

THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would bear of your
property unless it were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer

the ads In this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instruments.

-

"1

j

DONT WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out tho people to whom among those who
aiiuxir bu i me particular tmng is worm moai.

d

f,

AND

WANT ADS are Inexpensive,
FIED. Try them.

( et

results snd ETER TBODT'8 SATIS-

RETAIL PRICES
2,000
1,000

pounds
pounds
200 pounds
50 pounds
Less than 50

or More, each dlivery
to 2,000 pounds, each delivery..
to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
to 200 pounds, each delivery,.
pounds, each delivery

AGU

A

20c per 100
25c per 100
....30c per 100
40c per 100
50c per 100

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Mad Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Is

d
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You'll
appreciate that porch
light all the year round

If

It's just as convenient in winter as in
summer. While its cheerful glow wel- comes your friends and guests, it is also
the best burglar protection against tramps
and other undesirable callers. It is a
striking example of the superior convenience of electric light. .

four-piec-

d

fur-clot-

fur-clot- h

lbs,
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

V '

Rival

V

r

f

At A

MAZDA LAM2S

'

With Edison Mazda Lamps yon can enjoy all the
other conveniences of electric light the cellar li ght
the attic light, the closet light, the
light
because EDISON MAZDA lamps take so little cur-rethat you can afford all these electric comforts
at no greater cost than you paid for the more
ordinary uses of old style electric lamps. Tell us
what you want and we'll tell you the best si;se of
lamps for the purpose. We supply all sizes oi
the famous EDISON MAZDA Lamps.
Get our rtriccs before buyic? alfewhere.
ht

nt

:!

n
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w. il. Kerr, bureau of markets,
they are stationed make up the realty
of the amount needed. San Miguel wasmn&tou, V. C.
of Grains
"The Standardization
and Mora counties are profiting by
Grown
W. Jeff era,
on
the
J.
Farm,"
by
Of
the
mov.U
agricultural
this latest
Porv
of
olace
standardization,
grain
college.
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the service has not been interrupted.
lu upper Alsace, to the northeast of
of the
'Steinbach, a counter-attac'Germans was repulsed."
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Refugees Leave Syria

Farm Management and Farm De
Washington, Dec. 28. The cruiiser
monstrations," by Professor C. B. Tennessee, with the permission of the
Smith, chief of the office of farm Turkish government and at the re-

ers'
demonstrations, quest of American Ambassador
C.
is transporting 500 refugees
D,
Washington,
Editor
M. M.'PADGEtT
"The Work of County Agricultur- of various nationalities from Jaffa,
.
ists," by Professor D. W. Working, Syria, to Alexandria, Egypt.
agriculturist in charge of western
Officers Return Home
states, Denver, Colo.
on
Neow York, Dec. 28. The Red Star
"The Utilization of
the Farm," by Professor O. H. Ben- liner Finland returned today from
Entered at the postorflce at East
with
son, specialist in charge of club work, Mediterranean ports, bringing
Im Vegan New Mexico, for trans
her four, naval officers of the United
SAYS THE INST1 i"U Washington, D. C.
PRESIDENT
mission through the United States
"Live Stock Diseases," by Professor States ruiser North Carolina, which
TION IS DOING EXCEL-.,- .
snails as second class mattet.
"WORKC.
Brodio, bureau of animal industry, had been in eastern Mediterranean
, LENT
waters since the outbreak of the war.
Washington, D. C.
"What the Silo Will do for New They are lieutenant Commander HenTERMS OF SUBSCRITION
Santa Fe, Dec.
beginnng
to dawn on the people of New Mexico Mexico," by Professor H. M. Bainer, ry M. Mustin, Lieutenants Richmond,
Dally, by Carrier
Fe C. Haufley and Patrick N. L. Bellin.05 that mining is the chief .Industry of agricultural demonstrator, Santa
Copy
Texas.
19
the
ger and Ensign Wadleigh Capesbart.
biennial
Amarillo,
report
On
Week
the state," says
system,
Trouble was Feared
.... .65 of the board of regents of the New "Feeding and Housing of Poultry,"
One Month
v ..
7 jtn- Mexico School of Mines' at Socorro by Professor L. L. Johnson, assistant
0
Although the four officers were reti- una
i
now on file with Governor McDonald. agricultural demonstrator, Santa Fe cent about describing conditions in
Dally, by Mail
"The production in 1913, according to system, Amarillo, Texas.
Turkey, it was learned before they
3.00 the United States geolo-ic- al
survey,
"The Dry Farming Soils of New left the Finland that for several 'days
Cix Month (In advance)
by after the declaration of war by Turkey
7.00 was $17,862,3G9 and had it not bean Mexico and Their Cultivation,"
One Year (In arrears)
3.50 for the European war the production Professor R. S. Trumbull, agricultur- a panic existed among American mislx Months (In arrears)
for 1911' would have exceeded $20,.)00,-000- . al demonstrator of the E. P. and S. sionaries of the Beirut district and
Texas. that as a. matter of
Mining is thus seen to be the W. Railway system, El Paso,
precaution i.he
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
the officers of the North Carolina had
to
addition
is
in
an
actual
means
above
and
The
leading industry
GROWER
cash output greater than all the other many lectures and demonstrations to mapped out the principal streets
.
,.
One Year.
uj2.00
of the college around the American missions and
..".....1,00 industries of the state Including both be given by members
Cix Months
irrigation, live consulate and were in readiness, on
on
farm
crops,
a gricul tu re' an d s tock raising."
faculty,
insect
pest, prun- signal, to land marines should the
iaeass,
It Is showriTn the report that the stock,
soil fer- occasion demand.
Novemof
fruit;
end
on
(Cash In Advance for Mail
at
packing,
spraiin.
the
hand
balance
ing,
redairying)-etc- .
the
Subscriptions.)
and
was
$109.24,
1912,
poultry,
ber,
tility,
Remit by check, craft or money ceipts during the two years 553,390.96.
Canal Episode Explained
An exceptional program has been
dewe
not
will
fder. If sent otherwise
The disbursements amounted to
prepared by the home economics
Dec. 28. Additional
Washington,
for
responsible for loss.
leaving 'a 'balance at the end partment of the extension service,
to
the
British
reports
embassy today
Specimen copies free on application. of the last year of 2,;24.05.
the ladies. The following are a few from' the British minister at Panama
up:
taken
The report refers to' the Statement of the subjects that will be
clarify the situation as to the nse of
AT of President FayetC'A. Jones at the "The Fireless Cooker as a Labor wireless by their colliers in canal
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
New Mexico Educational association Saver;" "Wrater Supply for Country zone waters.
' '
EXPIRATION OF TIME
convention at Albuquerque "that every Homes;" "Cost and Convenience of
PAID FOR
In regard to the unnatural use. of
dollar spent In the cost of maintain the Power Washer;" "Recreations tor wireless recently it s said the British
ing the school is now bringing into the Farmer's Wife and ir cmiaren, collier Protesilaus, wh;Ie In the canal
Advertisers are guaranteed the the state $40 at outside capital in rimFurniture and Decoration from tne waters, received ft radio message from
circulation
and
and
daiiv
through
exploitation
weekly
ing operation
Standpoint of Beauty and aSnitation;" outsidie the three mile limit. The col
largest
of any newspaper in northern New the present publicity -- of the school,'-anEconomy in Dress;" "Home, ginn lier's captain did not undertake to
' r'
Mexico.
continuing It says: "Any invest- ery; "Moral, Training of. Children; - reply to the message, which was di
ment that is bringing a return to the Prevention of Disease;" 'Sewage ins- rected to the British consul at Pan.
people of the state in the:tato of 40 posal;" "The - Women's uiuo a
ama, but endeavored to forward it to
TELEPHONES
to 1 is a good investment and should lated to Public Health;" "Beautifying the consul
through the American port.
' '
Main 2 be encouraged tn every manner pos- the Home;" etc.
(Business Office
The
lattjer official refused to transmit
Everything is free except your per- the message and caused the wireless
News Department
....Main 9 sible."
The report .shows that 25 students sonal expenses. Tnesanta re
the Protesilaus to be
apparatus
are at present enrolled at the School way system will giveireduced rates, sealed untilpf he.
departed from the
MONDAY, DECEMBER 28, 1914.
of Mines, and that besides New Mejx-ic- o 1 3 fare for the round trip, irom
&
zoms.j
New
the State of.: California,
Albuquerque south.etDOludtng Demlng,
It appeared that the captain of the
York, Texas, Ohio and Illinois are
Silver City, Lake Valley, El Paso, etc., Protesilaus had'iibt received official
Wtl tilt 12 TUB L1NI3 IS
in the enrollment, It assert tickets on sale January 4 to 9 inclu information of
A W
Il
the new regulations
that "the main
::pt the school sive with return limit to January 10.
use of radio' outfits in
the
prohibiting
Tina tlivng of beiut a mere mate Ib the best and
as
mpM substantial In the
Hotel accommodations will cost
the cahaj expepriiWn. canal business.
iuan Isn't what it's cracked up to be.
the present value pf follows: Single room 75 cents two m but
and
that
state,"
Time was when a fellow could swell
hOtwithstahdf.hghat '"the' British
the school and equipment - $100,000. a room 50 cents each;, meals, 35 and authorities
concede the, attempt to
and crow It
up, pat himself on
a
of
theout
that,
handicap
50 cents.
use, ..the .wireless, ,waa Improper and
because he was a lord of creation. But lackpoints
of experimental mining and millvnllrBfilf a COmmltteS Of therefore the
.Annnlnf
M' H"'1' " j
no more, nevermore. lie's not even
inqidept was: regarded
ing machinery will be soon overcome one to see that ymvare present.
as :elosed) hut , Keports of the facts
a white chip in the game since the
by the erection and equipment of an
were':' made today; to the state and
women took charge of the deal. They
addition to the engineering buildiugi
navy4' 'departments;'
took his booze away in thousands of to be
' One of th"e immediate
paid for from-- the special fund
results of the
J6calities, grabbed desirable offices, resulting from the sale and lease of
Incident was to sencLAmericaii nav;al
made him pay attention to sanitation lands allotted to the school., It is
pie
veswls to the" canal zone to safeguard
and needed charities, and the older dieted that when these improvements
neutrality.
ones even threw up their bonnets for are made "the school
will, within a
eugenic marriage regulations. But the short time, be crowded with studeuts.''
WHAT IS AMATEUR?
dear creatures are not satisfied they The
'
report concludes with the declar
(Continued from Page One)
never are. Down in Kentucky they've ation that "it is our intention to make
28. "Amateurism
Dec.
Chicago,
started a movement to make the sale this institution one of the noted
must
be
defined
in
positive instead
enemy repeated his attacks, but they of
of tobacco illegal.. That's the last schools of
and
terms;
amateurism
negative
mining In the. country."
A
similar
success..
also were without
straw and we refuse to slide on their
must be thoroughly understood by tho
to
when
occurred
he
attempted
result
cellar door. So far we have been
athletes and the public as well, if
recapture a height to the west of
;cod, but we refuse to stand for this
amateur athletics is to thrive," defor which we fought yesterday.
"We balk and don't care who knows it.
clared Wilbur P. Bowen of the Michis no news from east Prus"There
Socorro Chieftain.
State Normal College today in
igan
the
of
North
Poland.
sia or from
o
his
to the Athletio Research
address
Vistula and cn the left bank of the
The
society.
meeting, .which preced- AGKICULTUKAL
are
111
developing;
THE
Vistula our attacks
convention
ad.the
of the National Col
COLLEGE!
unfavorable
the
notwithstanding
legiate Athletic association, which
.
,
weather."
One of the educational institutions
opens tomorrow, was largely devoted
nt New Mexico which appears to he
to the subject of amateurism.
The FremSement
imbued with the spirit of doing as
"In some quarters," said President
official
much as is possible for the belter
Paris, Dec. 28 The French
"amateurism is looked upon as
Bowen,
ment of the state isi the New Mexico AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE OFFERS statement given out today concedes
insistence
on details to the ex
petty
the losing of certain trenches to the tent of Injuring
College of Agriculture and Mechanic THEM A SPECIAL FREE SHORT
sport."
adto
claims
Art. The school is endeavoring ,
Germans, but otherwise
COURSE
Discussing the college practice of
vances for the forces of the republic.
make of the young men and women
or recruiting athletes, Mr.
scouting
valuin
Bel
who are enrolled upon its books
Advances have been made
The New Mexico College of Agri
Bowen said that in the east athletes
able citizens, equipping them admlr cultural and Mechanic Art has asked gium, and near Lens the French pro- are recruited often without the know
Ably to meet the problems of life and The Optic to give full publicity W its gressed 800 yards. Near the Meuse ledge of the school authorities.
lo their part in the development of announcement of a special short there has been Blight progress and a "In the west," he said, "the
practice
this great state. But the school Is course for farmers ! and housewives, German attack in tipper Alsace was is sometimes open or with tacit
ap- .
ende-trenchgoing farther than that; it is
which will be given from January 4 driven back.. The French lost
provar
1,
lUilll?.
avoring to assist a great mass rf to 9, inclusive. Following" is the col- es to the Germans near Ypres.
fol- as
halls
communication
enter
cannot
of
the
text
who
The
people
jts
CONSUL ARRESTED'
lege's, bulletin upon the subject:
; fi
students.
j
A short course for farmers and jows;
San Francisco, Dec.28. Fernando
"In Belgium weMve continued to
department houtowlves, given by the New Mexico
Through Its extension
TbT the wst;:ot, Lombaej-t-zydSomosa.', Vivas', consul general here of
to
tn?
advance;
is
institution
supplying
the
Collpge of Agriculture and Mechanic
we' are actually! at ith foot jbf the Republic 4rti'Monduras, was- arrest- farmers- of the itOk flxperOtdyJoe, Arts from aguftfjFy to ..at State
'dunes fen. whlohrthe m rmjr-has- 'dP;today and'Nbookeff "ott 4 charg jof
sand
the
to
"Is"
aildudati'onal
them
will
be'
grow larger College,
treat
that enabling
established hid line of ' resistance'. arson'' t Ha "'ti'twi K&atf '?U'iAitMi': ttra&ti:
and better crops on land that long has you cannot'fl'jlt 19 .tjssk (Grelat
seen producing ana to convert mw effort has been' put forth by the col At a point south of Ypres we have lance by the police since last night,
of the trenches near when firemen found that his burning
producing tracts lands that heretofore lege extension department in arrang- lost a section
house had been liberally ... sprinkled
Hollebeke.
have been valueless from an agricu- ing one of the best programs that It
with oil and turpentine.
near
of
the
Carency,
"In
Lens,
region
also
The
college
ltural standpoint.
has ever offered at sjuch, aicourse. The
Bureau drawers in the bedroom were
our attacks
iffers a free short course for farmers college is a state iflstitiition, and it is the enemy yielded under
found
filled with paper saturated In
trenches.
line
800
of
first
to
yards
and housewives, the only expense
endeavoring iui every iw'axpossible to
"In the valley of the River Aisne oil; carpets had been sprinkled with
those attending being railway fare, serve the people or this great state.
cut
were
; holes,
hag been in- Inflammables;
t)oard and lodging. Authorities ou
Agricultural men of note from va and in Champagne there
, which
for
of
closets
the.
through
folic
;
termittent
to:
fighting
ceilings
artillery
farm
the
will
the
be
interest
"'country
rious parts of
ubjecU of
are secured for lectures during this present, to give lectures and demon- was particularly severe in the vicinity flues and streamers, Ued from the
;ourse and those who take advantage strations on the Important rural to- of Rheims and around Perthes. Here rafters to guide .the ftames,
of it come away better prepared for pics of the day. You no doubt havn the. enemy directed their artillery fire .. Vivas was, found partially clad on
!IJi.
read the program,'whlcJii has appear- especially against tne position to the the sidewalk shortly after, the firemen
their work.
occu- arrived.
At police headquarters
he
The school's npwest twe in the im- ed inl most of the newspapers, but no weBt of Perthes, conquered and
asserted that his consular position as
us.
atpied by
provement of its extension depart- harm will be dope1 by calling your
ment is the maintaining of farmers' tention again to Some of the men who "On the heights of the Meuse there the representative of a foreign nation
advisors In many parts of the etdi?. are coming and the subjects they will has been slight progress by our troops made him immune from prosecution.
along the entire front
Thoe officials receive a considerable discuss:
"In the Voses the enemy bombardof their salary from the
"Collective rs. Individual Marketing,
ed
the railroad station at St. Die, but
which
in
fubeerihe for
Fanning,"
Opt'e.
and the nwlOWA.
college, while the counties
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FOGHT

ITS WORK IS EXAND IT SHOULD
HAVE MORE ROOM
SAYS

CELLENT

That the New Mexico Normal University needs room in .which to expand and has won the right to demand of the state increased facilities
is the opinion.of H. W. Foght, the United States government
educational
expert who recently visited Las Vegas. Mr. Foght, in a letter to President Frank H. H. Roberts of the Normal, makes recommendations as to
what the school should have in addj-- i
tion to its present equipment. He
also speakB favorably of the educational systems in the larger towns
and cities in New Mexico, but asserts
that the conditions tn the rural districts present a real problem which
will require considerable study and
hard work to solve. Mr. Foght's letter
to Dr. Roberts follows:
Kirksville, Mo., Dec. 24, 1914.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, President,
New Mexico Normal University,
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
My dear President Roberts:
I have just returned! homJ from my
interesting and prof liable" investigation of schools in your state.
1 found the schools of the state no
better nor worse than I expected to
find them. It is certain that on
situation and
of your
the newness of the country, also the
isolation of the districts it will be a
long while before the educational
solved.
Your
problem is entirely
school men of New Mexico have a
;reat problem before them.
The schools in the larger villages
and towns were very satisfactory and
They approached the
standards to be found in the best of
middle-westereastern
and
the
Bchools. In rural districts, of course,
conditions are, on the whole, not good.
However, I am glad to find so much
improvement. In1 school architecture
over what it must have been a few
years ago. ....!
, In regard to your own institution,
permit me to say this: I found it a
very interesting school with a good
strong, faculty and with a student
body showing to an unusual degree
school spirit. A school where such a
spirit prevails must be working in
fullest harmony with its president and
faculty. The classroom work, so far
a3 I was able to study It, was very
'
thorough and up to the standard bt
the best in any section of the coun
try.
Tho thing that appealed to me most
strongly was that you need more
room in which to expand. The great
state of New Mexico ought to see its
way clear some way to give the Nor
mal University a larger campus and
additional land for agricultural pur
poses. The whole block on which the
school buildings are erected does not
belong to the school. Immediate steps
should be taken to purchase the rest
ot the block, and additional land for
The
deDartment.
ti,o nirinltiiral
exeat demand at this time in a state
like, gpurs is for teachers qualified to
go. lout and take charge of the'ntw
kind of farm community school which
ia beginning to come in many parts
of your state. This r.ew work includes
an understanding of every phase ot
inagricultural life. It Is hard for any
structor to fit teachers for it it he
must rely entirely on textbooks for
information. Land Is needed for real
experimental purposes.
The school needs room for its man
ual training Bhop3 and other labora
tories. Finally, it needs a place to
store its valuable and growing library.
t Avnect to make a full report or
of
my findings to the commissioner
that
At
while.
short
a
in
pflr.ratlon
time I.will send you a more complete
report of my Investigation.
With the greetings of tne season, j
t

n

.

remain,.,--

..,.','"'

.

Sincerely yours,
'f

Specialist
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rate to be safely high must be too China Copper
rtitf
IUV thamooliraa

high.
"In the administration of the state
insurance fund the committee has
been able to declare a general average of 20 per cent reduction in rate
and in addition to refund or 15 per
cent dividend upon business of the
first
period."
Mr. Mitchell said that inthe" schedule of compensation 66
per cent is
not too high. When the operation of
the law has settled to a firm basis
of administration, he saidi it will entail little or. no added burden' upon
the Industries of the state.
semi-annu-

2-- 3

FOUR PEOPLE. BURNED
Cambridge, Mass., Dec. 28. Four
deaths and the probable fatal ..'burning of another inmate iu the fire
which trapped the occupants of the
City Home early today, was definitely
established when the officials, made ;a
careful checking jip ot the, register
today. ; Many others among, the 235
inmates, mostly aged menrand women, suffered severely from fright and
exposure, and several were partly overcome by smoke.
Policemen, firemen and nurses assisted them down
stairways, fire escapes and ladders.:
,

92
33

Northern lacil'io
Heading

99
143

...

Southern 1'acltic,
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd

8294
116
49

104,

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Dec,
strength
deevloped in wheat today, owing to
af ailing off in receipts in comparison
to the exports and the fact that no
peace was in Bight. Opening quotato
tions, which were
up, were
followed by a rise to 1 cent or more
all around above Saturday's
close.
The close was unsettled Va to 1

net lower.

1

Corn displayed some sympathy with

the wheat strength. After opening
off to Vg cent auvance, the market
steadied at about the same as Saturday night The close was weak
?
1. to 1 net lower. ' '
Firmness Was the rule in oats.
Provisions swung upward as a re
sult of higher prices for hogs. The
closing quotations were:
Wheat, Dee. 1.26; Jan. 1.28.

The cable tells us Karl Miehl,

best athlete, has been killed In
He was a weight thrower and
though only 19 was a marvel.

4

Corn, Dec. 66
Oats, Dec. 491,4

May 73.
May
Por. Jan. $18.62; May $19.20.
Lard, Jan. $19.75; May $10.65.
Ribs, Jan. $10.22; May $10.60.

53.

;

battle.

KANSAS

CITY

LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, Deo. 28- Hogs, receipte
4,000.
Market higher.' Bulk $7.15
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Dec. 28. Stocks made 7.25; heavy $7.25&Y.40; pigs $6.23
7..
material recovery today from the low
level of the previous week, gains rangCattle, receipts 10,000. Market stea3
in
to
Prime fed steers $9.2510.25;
from
better
the
dy.
lYi
points
ing
known issues, including tho interna- western steers $79.25; calves $6
tional list.
9.50.
y Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market higher.
Closing sales, were as follows:
52
Lambs $88.75; yearlings $6.75
Amalgamated. Copper
101
7.75.
American Sugar, Refining

1
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AT WHICH WE TAKE BIG LOSSES

LAW O. K.

Phlladelnhia. Dec. 28 The work
men's compensation law in operation
in New York state has given general
fiatisfaction. with the possible 'excep
tion of the matter of Insurance rates,
which experience is proving to have
to- been too high, said John Mitchell
Ameri
da.v in an address before the
can Association for Labor Legislation.
Mr Mitchell, who Is a member of the
New York state workmen's compensation committee, said the high rate
of insurance Is the common experi
ence of every state adopting compensation laws.
"Lack of compiled statistics," he
added, compels the rate makers to

Everything throughout the length and breadth of this store
short lines all broken lots are offered regardless of profit
Ing

all

pro vid.

the 'most decisive bargairs of the season,
'
'.

-

;

We Invite you to share

that have

no equal

"THS

in

this

In a

host of

money-savin-

g

opportunities

vicinity,
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Newcomer, a mesa farmer.
cam into town yesterday.
T. B. Griffith came in yesterday

r

from the mesa for a short visit.
B. C. Foot of, Albuquerque was in
ILaa Vegas today for a short business
stay.
A, Levy of . Walsenburg, Colo., was
in Las Vegas today tor a short busl
nees visit
Judge David J. Leahy and C. A
Spiesa left today on a hunting trip to
La Cueva.
Troa Zeller, a rancher from the
neighborhood of Rociada, spent the
week-en- d
in town.
Mrs. Roy Prentice and Mrs. P. L.
Myers left yesterday for Denver for
"
a few days' shopping trip.
Elza Stevenson, a farmer from
Cherryvale, was in Las Vegas today
to attend to some personal affairs.
Dr. Tannus, an eye, ear and throat
specialist from Santa Fe, arrived in
'
,
'
'
V:
j A: t
Laa Vegas yesterday for a professional visit.
F. M. Spitz of Albuquerque came
into town yesterday. He will make
a ehort stay hefle to attend to some
business affairs.
Fidel Delgado came in last night
Miss Helen Kelly left" today for a
from Belen to ;, make a yistt" with
short
visit in Santa Fe.
of
clerk
his brother, Lorenzo Delgado,
S. E. Hart of Colorado
Springs,
the county of San Miguel.
'
Manuel Camaduran, a former resi- Colo., was in Las Vegas today on
dent of Laa Vegas, but now of Pueb- business..
J. H. RIcker, Jr., of Shoemaker, wb
lo, Colo., is in town to spend a few
in
town today.
days with relatives.
C. I, Jones left today for his home
S. Onevino arrived in Lag Vegas
in Amarlllo, Texas. Mr. Jones, who
yesterday from Wagon Mound. He
I UHUL
a civil engineer in the Texas cityi
is
attend
to
here
will make a short stay
spent Christmas ..wiyi his parents in
to some personal affairs.
Fidel Ortiz, chairman of the board this city.
(Continued From Page One.)
Sostenes DVrc'o, a member pf Mie
of commissioners of San Miguel county, left today for Santa Fe where he county road commission from Chap- thought to account in part also for
came
town
into
erito,
today.
official
business.
will transact some
Villa's hurried concentration in the
Miss Josephine Young left yesternorth.
day for Wagon Mound after a few
"It was officially reported to the
with her parents.
war department that half of the
days' stay
A
Miss Voung is a teacher in the Wagon
garrison, which is enveloped by
Mound Bchoolsv!loyal forces, has revolted against VilR. B. Wallace of Missoull River,
la and is fighting the other half in
OF
Mont., arrived in Laa Vegas today.
the name of Carranza."
He will make a visit to the Circle D
Reports issued early today by the
ranch with Al Denton, who come inW
Qarranza agency; here saying that
town to meet him.
General Carranza had resigned and
Miss MIna Pochel left on train No.
left Mexico City, were, contradicted
10 yesterday for Wagon Mound. Miss
by dispatches to the state department
PocheV 'who is a teacher at Wagon
Mexico
SALOON PORTER IS ATTACKED from the Brazilian minister at
Mound, has 'been spending a few days
City, who yjeeterday had a conference
BY TWO 'DESPERATE WOULD-- l
with her parents here.
with Gutierrez.
;
BE ROBBERS
.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Code of Valley
The general, situation, as reflected
Junction, la., and Mrs. Gus Carlson
in official dispatches, was viewed as
From the Tucumcari Sun)
'
of Fort Madison, la., are visiting Miss
not
altogether encouraging. Friction
Thursday-afternooabout 4:30 o'Charlotte Clevenger. Mrs. Code and
ia regardted as apparent between the
clock ai affair was "pulled off in front
,Mrs. Carlson are sisters of Mrs. J. R. of tie American National Bank that Zapata element and the Gutierrez- Villa faction, Thus far, however, it
.Clevenger.
reminds one of the days when "old
B. S. Ellis arrived in town yesterhas not resulted In (&ny serious break.
Liberty'' a few miles northeast of Til The chief trouble seems
to have arisen
day from his home at Ochiltree, Tex., ctimearf was at the
height of its gloVyV over
or'' execution and
for a short visit with his family.
the
question
SilA.
J.
Wright, proprietor of the
Richard Dunn, the postmaster and
punishment of former federals. Guto- ver Moon saloon, had sent his porter,
in
town
was
of
Gascon,
merchant
tierrez and Villa have been in favor
Eugenia Palafax with a $20 bill to the of
business.
on
day
suspending the executions and givbank to get it changed. As Palafax
Herman Jassoy of Wellington, Kas.,
some federals an opportunity to
ing
was about to go into the bank two
is here for a visit with her mother, Mexicans
their cause. Zapata, now at
confronted him. One of Join
Mrs. A. Marcotte. Mr. Jassoy, who
ia represented as opposed
Cuernavaca,
them seized him by the hand In which
r
as
to
is General Palafox,
formerly resided here, la an engineer he was still
that,
and
holding the (bill
on the Santa Fe system with headGutierrez
in
interior
the
of
the
struck him a biff on the forehead. The
chiief spokesman for Zaquarters in Wellington.
held on to the 20 dollars and cabinet, and
' '
boy
who
Mr. and Mrs. Antonio De Tevis,
.'r
life. pata.
dear
assailants
for
his
fought
to
have
gone
werte married last week,
A compromise is being suggested
had to give up the idea of getTrinidad, where they will reside. Be- They
former federals will be given
whereby
but grabbed his
fore her marriage, Mrs. De Tevis was ting the money,
trials.
fair
They also will be prohibran off with! it. They were
Miss Emilia Alires of the West side. watch and
the Gutierrez-Villited
from
joining
blocks awayi and are
The young people are well and favor- caught a few
army. The American government has
now lodged in the county Jail.
ably known in Las Vegas.
found that both Gutierrez and Villa
The robbers gave' their names as
Mrs. C. E. Raney and her daughter,
with favor on its sugg&skion for
jook
Eduardo Cruz, re1
of1
Miss Marion Raney, arrived in Las Ve- Augustin Ruiz and
a
general amnesty ror political"
and said they were from
element
gas on train No. 10 this afternoon. spectively,
the
that
but
Zapata
fenders,
S. Old Mexico.
They were somewhat seems
They will visit the family of John
irreconcilably opposed to it.
of liquor and no
the
under
influence
Webb.
is expected to develop
The
situation
themselves in their naMiss Beatrice Regensberg returned doubt thought
national convention
the
further,
at,,
tive country where affairs of the kind
to Las Vegas this afternoon from
1 in Mexico City,
called
lor
January
comoff
are
to
quite
pull
where she has been visiting re- they tried
when a new provisional president will
mon.
......
latives.
Palafax
has his watch, but a few be chosen.
afreturned
tpday
Rev. J. S. Moore
Only meager advices are in the poschain are missing. Mr.
the
inches
of
ter a short trip to Raton on, ministerof the state department as to
session
Wrlsht also has the $20 "William" but
;
ial business.
the
military activity of the Carranza
in
William B. Stapp and family arrived it was likewise slightly damaged,
but latest dispatches say that
forcies,
left
in Las Vegas this afternoon after a the melee, having got its upper
forces have aavanced to Sole-dad- ,
Zapata
corner torn off.
short visit at Shoemaker. Mr. Stapp hand
near Vera Cruz, and, in
is the deputy clerk of San Miguel
with Villa forces, are operating
rifle clubg In 21 states
Thirty-sicounty..
in the vicinity of Tuspam and are
chamthe
for
R. R. Larkin left last night for Las have begun competition
the Carranza troops to the
pionship of the United States. Each driving
Cruces on . a short business trip.
southeastern
portion of Mexico.
is
club' haa 10 men, and the range
Ezequlel C'.de ..Baca, lieutenant govConsul Canad" today
Advices
from
Results
10 ring target.
ernor otNowlexico,1 will leave Las 75 feet on a
who wen, from
Tomas
said
Braniff,
are tabulated each week in WashingVegas tomorrow evening on train No.
.with o redentialii from
Washington
i.
v
;'
'?
ton,;
i
9 for San!'fe, wUery&;'wiiiat
RafaeJuZiubaranCapmany to discuss,
tend the
wren uarranza, uas
.mflanra.!ot.peape.
and
Joe Bedell
Tommy Gary, light
t:-- '.
He
exposition on' January
booked to meet at Mem been rearrested at Vlera Cruz.
are
weights,
T, G. Robb and his son, Raymond,
on his
Into
taken
custody
been
had
on next Tuesday night.
left today for their home at Watrous. phis
the
in
student
a
Robb
is
Raymond
New Mexico Normal University.
Miss Rebeca Sena left today for
SEND OS YOUR FLAT WBSK
Santa Fe, where she will spend a few.

Beginning Today

Our Men's and Boys'
Overcoat and Suit Sale
Still Continues
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Carl Ehrich returned to Laa Vegas today after a snort visit to Sands.
W. C, Dotterer, a prominent business man of Colorado Springs, Colo.,
arrived in Las VMas this afternoon
ojti

train

No. 1. ''.S

Robert Graham, a real estate man
from. Mobile, Ala,, left today for Al
buquerque. Mr. Graham was a conductor on this division of the Santa,
Fe railroad about 30 years ago. Hr
has been spending a few days in Las
Vegas with some old friends.

Out flat work service has been found very economical
and convenient by many houswives.
We know you will appreciate it too. Simply send all
your flat work your towels, sheets, pillow cases, tablecloths, napkins, doilies, bed spreads, etc. These we wash and
and iron returning them to you all ready for use at a very
'ton all charge.
This service is prom.pt, the work ia satisfactory and the
..
t mall cost makes it real economy.
; " Take
of
week.
next
it
advantage
;

:

.

LAS1VEGAS

STEAM

LCr.Y

il

CAPITAL PAID IN

Naco, Ariz., Dec.

28.The

2C'

NOTES

The Federals have nostnoned the
"
meeting, when,ic,"tbSe
herd is to be distributed.
Newark,. N, J., is hunting already
for the 1916 national boxing cham
pionship, to celebrate the 225th birthday of the Jersey metropolis.
Charlie Herzog establishes another
record. He is the first manager in
r
contract to
eara to get a
lead the Reds, even though they finished last
Since sport upsets are so frequent,
we expect to see the Chink infielder
Win Loo, beat out Eddid Collins for
the second sack position. ,
v.t!
two-yea-

CLUB

IN

JAIL

A

Paterson,; N, jUpTwo suicides by
hanging within a. single week in the
Passaic county jail and the discovery
rf several other prisoners tearing up
heir blankets revealed the existence
if what is believed to be a suicide
lub, which Sheriff Amos H.
and Judge Ben Cohen are now
rying to break up,',. Judge Cohen or- club: In Pateranized an
ion several nichths ago among per
sons, who had attempted suicide, and
is now seeking to extend its member-hip among the prisoners in the Pas- 'bj'c county Jail.
According to the theory advanced
y snerm Kaacune, ine prisoners
trew lots at supper in the evening and
the man who drew the shortest straw-wato commit suicide. From this as
beginning the entire scheme was
nraveled until several prisoners have
een forced into practical admissions
nat the club existed.
The suicide by hanging of Arthur
tasker, a cheerful negro youth aged
eventeen years, finally determined
be existence of the club. He was
sentenced to ten days In prison for
at'rariey and bad no reason', so 'fir fie
the authorities know, itr wanting to
his death
dla On the evening bei-rSheriff Radcllffe noticed a mysterious
rawing of straws and for that reason
ordered his trustees to watch all the
prisoners carefully. Masker hanged
himself at about ten o'clock in the
evening.
The first, death traced to the suicide
club was that of Rudolph Strausberg
lwaiting trial on a charge of bigamy.
His death was also by hanging.
Rad-Mff- e

Antl-Snicld-

s

Curfew for Prince.
The prince of Wales, twen-ty- ,
started to be a man about town.
Behind a fat cigar, he was found in a
music hall and a note sent him hastennightly at
ing home. A curfew rings
'
j
9:30.
London.

Catch One Mlnndww
Parie. Sixteen hundred anglers njet
at Armentlere,.;.After;4wo .hpurs.-opecaught a minnow, ffow they will ehd
a delegation to America to secure fish
with which to restock French stream
-

,

Foley'e Honey

and Tar.
P. A. Eflrd, Conejo, Calif. because
"it produces the best results, always
cures severe colds, sore chest and
lungs and does not contain opiates
or harmful drugs." Dr. John W. Tay
lor, Lutherville,, Ga.bWuse "I be
Uevo it to be an honest medicine and
it satisfied my patrons." W. L. Cook.
Neihart,' Mont because "it gives the
best results for coughs and colds of
anything I sell." Every user Is a
friend. O. G, Sch&efer and Red Crosf
'

Drug Store.

Adv.

WANTED
Optic office.

Clean
'

i

'

cotton

fV J

Hokin, Cashier,

Vlce-Preeide-

f U

I O. T,

LA'VEGAS

INTEREST PAlDjON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS:' SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL

""

rags

STOGil:',,

330,000,00

OFFICE WITH THE

AN MIGUEL NATIONAL

..,.i.

,WM." Q. HAYDON

a

f

W. KELLY
U. T. HOSKINS- -.

..President

....

-

PRICES

ON

CHAVES ARRIVES
BOUT WITH

FOR NEW YEAR
1

'

.Vice-Presiden-

INTEREST PAID

POPULAR

BANK

t

Treasurer

DEPOSITS

FOR

DM

LIGHTWEIGHT IS IN GOOD SHAPE
H.FOR THE NEW YEAR'S
BATTLE

GAME

.

Joe Bedell vs. Tommy Gary, at

Mem-Iphi- s.

John Thumann vs. Jim Potts, at
Minneapolis.
Jeff Smith vs. Lee Darcy, at Sydney, Australia.
Tuesday
Indoor track meet at 13th Regiment
armory, Brooklyn.
Hockey Cornell vs. Princeton, N.
Y.; Toronto University vs. B. A. A.,
Boston.
Charley White vs. Young Shugrue,
at New York.
Thursday
Hockey Dartmouth,, vs. Massachusetts Agricultural college, at Boston.
Friday
Tennis Tuxedo challenge meet, at
Tuxedo, X, Y.
Track games 65th Regiment meet.
at Buffalo, N. Y.
K. O. Brown va. Tommy Lowe, at
Washington, D.' C.
Gunboat Smith va. Battling Levin-skat Waterbury, Conn.
Dan Daly vs. Jack Taylor, at
Fa.
Mike Snyder va. Jack Doig, at
Peru, Ind.
Hal Stewart vs. Battling Terry, at
Grand Rapida, Mich.
Joe Welling vs. Joe Sherman, at
Kenosha, Wis.
Tony Caponl vs. Cleve Hawkins ,at
Montreal.
Kid Graves vs. Jack Britton, at
Brooklyn. .
Willie Beecher v3. Phil Brock, at
Columbus, O.
Tom McMahon vs. Al Norton, Kan
sas City.
Saturday
Sportsmen's show, at New York.
Automobile show" Grand Central
'""
Palace, New York.
Princeton'
va.
B. A. A., at
Hockey
Boston.

Benny Chaves, who will meet Young
FIFTEEN Duran in
hoxing match at
BASCENTS FOR
the armory on New Year's day, arKETBALL CONTEST
rived in' Las Vegas Saturday evening.
Chaves; haa been rusticating on his
The V, M. C. A. basketball tossera father's ranch In the
vicinity of
are practicing steadily for the open Wagon Mound, and akowe the effect
ing game of the season scheduled for of his recuperation. O He is a trifle
New Year's day with the fast Santa
overweight, but will have no difficulty
Fo team of Newton, Kan. Last Friday in making the required
figure.
evening the Y romped away with the
Chaves ia confident of defeating
big end of the score in a practice Duran, but Is not willing to take any
game with the. Old Towners and Sat chances, as fie says he cannot afford
urday played j. hard practice scrim to run the risk of being defeated by
mage with a. picked team at the arJ a boy who Is not' 'bo well known as
mory composedjmostly of Normal men. himself.- Duran, determined to defeat
Practice will ibe hold every night this Chaves now that he haa the long- week in preparation for the New sought' opportunity to meet him, is
Year's game, and the coach at the working hard td get 4n the best posY is hopeful of duplicating last year's sible etta-pe'Hla" trainer, Charles
J
Doll, ia' giving Blnx the benefit of ex
Ictory over the railroad men,
Thel personnel of the Y team ie not pert advice. .:,-- .
Tickets for the Mut have been plac
yet fully decided for Friday'a contest,
but about eight men will be used as ed upon Bale and are said to be going
r
J..
first team squad during the season fast
and wenever possible all will get a
M. H. Huggins, world's champion
chance to play in the regular sched
uled games, h
quoit player,' 'ia dead.' He represent
White and McCullough, are the only ed England in International matches
'
ones of last year's men reporting for last year.
practice and with these two men as
'nucleus the director ia developing
fast and clever squad. Mackel, a
CALENDAR OF SP0RT3 FOR
new man, is showing up exceptionally
THE COMING WEEK
well and is playing forward with
w hite.
The Newton game will be played at
the Armory at 3 o'clock Friday afterMonday
Golf Pinehurst
noon and will be preceded by a pre
Holiday tournaliminary contest between the Athle- ment, Pinehurst, N.'C,
KENTUCKY EDITORS CONFER
Horse' racing all week at Charles;cs, champions of the Kid league,
:"
Dlcked team composed of the cap ton, S.
Louisville, Ky., Dec. 28. The midtains of the other five teams In the
Toy Spaniel club show, at New winter meeting of the Kentucky Presai
"
r'
association opened today at a lunleague) Admission to both games yrill Yorkl
Indoor Junior-Tennib4"15 and 25 cents.
championship, cheon. A session will be held thia
at New York.
The Athletics Lose
afternoon, and another tomorrow, at
va. Dartmouth, which the cost of living, legislation,
The Athletics got their bumps SatHockey Cornell
K. O. Brown vs. George Chip, at good roads, illteracy and other suburday at the Y when the husky Braves
captained by Kenneth' White trimmed Milwaukee.
jects will be discussed.
the champions in the second game of
a
the Saturday morning series by
18.
score of 28 to
The Braves have been creeping up
"SANTA FE ALL THE WAY" is, :
the ladder steadily c'nee their team
was organized and have won the last
three contests in tne Kid league oy
neat scores. This makes the second
time the Athletics hare been defeated
this season, the other defeat coming
who won from- - the
from
w"eks ago. Thus
several
champions
far the Athletics have lost tout two
31st 1914.
out 'Of '.12 games..played.
J Z:
;
'M11mI Sena and Joe Nahm .were high
men frdm the standpoint of individual
'scores,;; making 17 and 16 points respectively for their teams. Interest
in the Kid league continues ainabated
and the director has been giving bas
'! 1
ketball full sway during the holiday
weeks. The league played twice last
week and will play Wednesday and
FOH THE BOUND
.t
Saturday of this week.
Team standings are!
Pet.
L.
W.
.833
2
.v...-.1Athletics v
1314
28, 29 &
.636
..4"
7
White Sox
TWENTY-FIV-

AND

E

a"10-rouh-

d

y,

Prisoners Draw Straws to Determine
Next Victim Two Men
' !
Die In One Week,

Why They Recommend

93Mi'

J. M, Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

Wranding-iron-

SUICIDE

utf VuiXtsjJj'j 'iy."3x.!yj

Mexican

border peace pact negotiations be
tween Governor Maytorena, of the
Villa forces and General Hill, com
m&nding the Carranza forces, arrang
ed by Brigadier General Hugh L. Soott,
may be concluded today. The final
agreement of both Hill and Mayto
rena' must be obtained by General
Scott before the terms proposed by
him become operative.
Agents of Maytorena left here tq-day for his camp, ten miles southeast,
and they are exp cted to close the
negotiations. General Scott has received conformation of the assent' of
both Villa and Carranza to the terms
of peace, which provide that Maytorena
uould retire, allowing Hill to conso- date. his forces here with, those at
gua Prieta, and both agreeing not to
conduct further military operations
along the border where the Uvea ot
roperty of Americans might be en
dangered..
SPORTING

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

Peace Pact Discussed

,

n

nrantt-thPftfma-Cali-forn-

ft

tacked and pillaged the town of Tor
res la Colorada, 64 miles north of
here, yesterday. So far as can be
learned, no lives were lost, but the
foreign consuls have appealed to Gov.
ernor Maytorena to send troops to
take the situation in charge.

ON ALL
GiMISTHZAS GOODS

''-.'-

23

Yaquis Pillage a Town
On Board United States San Diego
Guaymas, Mexico, Dec. 28 (by Wire
less via San Diego, Calif.) Wild Yaquis Indians from the mountains at-

rmnmi

TASTE

Pi Vf

ai rival, but was at once released ou
representations from Consul Canada
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Attend the Opening of the

San Diego Exposition New Years Eve.

the-Cub-

December

Special rates ta' Satl Diego are."
being of fered for this event.

812.18

Tickets m Sale December

Braves
Giants"
Cubs

Tlrates

.

...

...

3

8

.600
.363
.272

2

7

.222

6

7

.
.

Salt Lake City Is to be taken
the Pacific league.

into

Honua Wagner admits his "legs have
ai slowed up" but considers himself useful at the age of 41.

TRIP.
30.

Final return limit 3m, 15,, 1.915.

D. L. BATCHBLOR,

n
-
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The Optic covers Las Vegas like a blan
ket, guaranteeing that everybody will seejjyour ad.

THE RATE 15 CHEAP.

--

o.e

LOBBY

HM

AND

RESTAURANT

HOST ORDERS AN D REGULAR OINNERI
BB81 GOODS OB'fAINABLl ALWATS HAND LIB

t, A. F.
Regular
Aral wl
is
third Thursday
MCh month. Ylslttat
bother cordially in

vited. Guy

I.

U

Meets sectnd ,
fourth Thursday
eaci
evening
month at W. O. W. hall. VtaUinj
brothers cordially Invited Howard T
Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy
O. O. MOOSE

M. Cary, W. M., H. 8. Van

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804 Meets second anc
fourth
NO.
2,
VEGAS COMMANDERY,
Thursday in O. R C. hal
TEMPLAR
Vlsitlnp memberi
Reg pioneer bunlding.

Fettea. Secretary,

l.$

'fular

conclave second Tues-de-y are cordially invited. Colbert
in each month at Ma Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
GEO. H. HUNKER
Smith, B. C; Chat. Tamme, Recorder,

0

Attorney-at-La-

LAB VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS RefluUr convo- cation Bret Monday In each

ii&t

f4
etes?

I.

"OBta at Masonic Temple
at 7:30 p. m. P. A. Brinegar,

East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
W. P. BOAL, M. D.
Office at Residence 708 Lincoln Ave
Calls answered day or night.

H. P.; F. O. Blood. Secr-

tary.

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
4. Meets every Monday ev&ning at
their hall on Sixth street All visttsng
brethern cordially invited to attend.
A. T. Rogers, Sr., N. G.; W. W. Smith,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
C. V. Hedgcock,
"Wertz, Treasurer;
Cemetery Trustee
O. O.

DR. F. K. HUXMANN

Oentlat
Dental work of any deacrlptioa at
moderate rlces
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phoa
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411

LOCAL TIME CARD

fait

Bound

Arrive
P. O. ELKS Meets second and No.
fourth Tuesday evening of each No.
month Elks' home on Ninth street No.
.tind Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers No.
are cordially invited. Win. H. Spring-fir- ,
Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se13.

cretary.

No.
No.

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets In
O. W hall. Sixth street, on the

W.

first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting brothers
and Ladies always welcome. O. L
Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont
ague. Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow,
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z.
W. Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth street. East Las Vegas, N. M
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
102 Meets every Monday night in
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
o'clock. Visiting members are cor
d'ally welcome. Ed Lewis, President;
James Cook, secretary; J. T. Buhler

treasurer.
WOODMEN OF AMERIC.4
Meet to the Forest of Brotherly
fx,ve at O. R. C. hall, on the second
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
S p. m.
J. S. Nelson, Consul; 0,
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo
al
VlBiUng members are especial!? welcome aad cordially invited
MODERN
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The French newspapers admit that
of troops obviously
should not be published for patriotic
SALARIES reasons, but they find it most diffiGET CUT
cult to understand wny the glorious
deeds of their armies and men comTHE WAR CUTS DOWN ADVERTIS-ING- , posing them should not be recorded
for the perusal of not only the French
MAKING PUBLISHERS
RETRENCH
public, but for the people of
countries as well.
Paris, Deo. 28. As the war in Europe progresses the difficulties that
ROY SCHOOLS
beset newspaper publishers in France,
inhave
The Roy public schools show an en
greatly
particularly in Paris,
creased. With the outbreak of the rollment of over 200 pupils. It would
war many newspaper men went to have been a problem to have cared
the front and their places had to be
filled. Then provision had to be made
for paper, iu event the city should be
besieged. The various journals reduced their circulation to the fewest
number possible, and in their desire
to economize, cut down their pages
from six to eight sheets, and in some
cases as low as two pages. Adver
tising dwindled down to nothing, and
the proceeds from subscription and
sales 'were all that remained. Sac
rifices were made on every hand and
curtailment practiced wherever pos-sibile. From the editor in chief to the
office boy salary reductions from 10
to 50 or even 60 per cent were made
and these were accepted without a
murmur. The entfre system of cor
respondence from the provinces was
disrupted by the call to arms, and con
scquently incoming- news service was
most unsatisfactory.
Bu tsoon these unfortunate conditions were overcome, and in their
place arose the task of competing
with a stringent censorship. Today
the censorship in France is fully as
rigid as that In England. In the be
ginning military alone, the censorship
has now become administrative as

CAN FIIENIH NEWSPAPER

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
cHAPMM

T(sl!(3iplmDd(3 tJJsBmi 2-

Depin

l:t

1:10 p. m.....
p. I
f:SS a. m
1:41 a,
4:20 p. m..... 4:11 p. S
.
m..... 7:tl p. B
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for all of these scholars without the
new building.
The school board was
far sighted when they foresaw the
noeds of the schools for this winter and
wo are not dreaming when we foresee that another five years will see
need for another schoolhouse like it
and prospects for needing more. This
is the. way large towns grow. It Is
nothing phenomenal that we are talking about, it is merely what has happened to thousands of towns and will
happen to thousands more before
this country ceases to develop and it
is happening to Roy1 now.-nR- oy

Lost
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BUSINESS TEACHERS
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if)

well.
A double censorship exists, one In
Paris1 and one in Bordeaux. The newspapers complain that the censorship

concerns itself with everything, inNo. 7..t.
many things- tnat are none of
cluding
No. I....
its business, and also allege that it
A certain
The Philadelphia fan, according to is arbitrary and capricious.
ratifithe
news
receive
story
might
Mack, has been fed on bo much rich
in
of the censorship
Pa
"is,
cation
food that he has acquired the gout in
would
Bordeaux
condenn.the
while
his spending arm.
some story and vice versa. UnJr
these
conditions the Parisian news
Now that Jimmy Archer has Jump
has been at a loss - to
editor
paper
will
ed to the Feds, Rickey
be com
can do. or what he can
know
he
what
pelled to find another sinner who is
expect.
willing to manage a baseball team on
Papers have to go to press an hour
the Sabbath.
and a half earlier than usual, in order
to send three copies of each sheet to
the censor's office. Then they have
to wait until each sheet is examined
and permission telephoned to usq it,
or not to use certain Indicated por
tions. Only after every sheet has
thus passed can the .paper go to press
If the regulations- ot tn censorship
10
are ignored all copies are confiscated
and publication suspended, a very
severe punishment. Protest' against
these conditions is constantly being
made, and it Is known in arls that
Great Britain has found it expedient
to Intervene in this matter.

Can You Find the
Ph otograplis?
S50,0
of
Here's how thirty feet celluloid cost $50,000.
When the moving picture action for Louis Joseph
Vance's new and sensational novel, "The Trey O
Hearts," was being outlined something happened.
The producer pointed out seven places in the novel
that he claimed could not be portrayed in pictures.
But they were.
It only took thirty feet of film to do it, but it cost
$50,000 to get the negativesl
Sec if you can find these situations in the pictures.
They arc just one of the many things worth looking for in

r
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It is the most extraordinary picture production ever made,
and will probably never be beaten and seldom if ever equaled.
It cost the Universal Film Co. $200,000 to produce the reels
ehowing the hundreds of sensational adventures, and depicting
in detail the action in this remarkable story.
The best, biggest and most interesting of the motion picture
productions to be seen weekly at

Watch for the Ifext

I:r!l!;:itnt

Wanted
WANTED

Apply

street

Good girl for second work
1029
Seventh
Saturday.

GATHER

Ella Flags
Chicago,
Young, head of the Chicago schools,
today opened the convention of the
28.--

Mrs.

National Teachers' Federation, at the
Hotel Sherman. She welcomed ttf
Chicago a host of teachers of business method3, and lauded the movement in business training that will
tit the young of both sexes to make a
living in the business world.
The federation is composed of business teachers, shorthand teachers,
high school commercial heads, and
penmanship teachers, and all sections
of the country are represented in the
convention which opened today.
One of the principal speakers is P.
P. Claxton, United ' States commissioner of education, whose subject is
"The Increasing Importance of Commercial Education in the United
States." Other speakers are William
Marion Reedy, editor of Reedy's Mirror of St. Louis, and Governor Wood-ridg- e
The
N. Ferris of Michigan.
latter will speak on the relation of
education to life. David R. Forgan,
a Chicago banker, speaks the point of
view of the employer, citing what the
business world expects of the business graduate. Edmund J. James,
president of the University of Illinois,
has for his subject the commercial
education in universities. Homer S.
Pace of New York will speak on business efficiency.
The convention will occupy the re
maining four days of the year, and
the different associations making
federation will elect officers and
hold separate meetings.

Pains In Back and Hips
Are an indication of kidney trouble
a warning to build up the weakened
kidneys, make them vigorous, rid your
blood of acids and poisons. Go to
Pills.
FOR SALE 7 registered
Durham your druggist for Foley Kidney
$1.00 sizes. Sold in your
and
50c
In
cows.
K.
Apply H.
Leonard, San
town by O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Jose, N. M., or L. Sands,
Drue Store. VI v.
FOR SALE Three old houses to be
ROSARIANS OFF FOR FRISCO
removed from present lots. Must
Portland, Ore., Deo. 28. The Royal
be torn down or moved at once. ApRosarians, in their own "all white
ply Investment and Agency Corpotrain"
started today for the opening
ration, 603 Lincoln Ave.
of the Panama-Pacifi- o
exposition In
San Francisco, where they will dedi
cate the Oregon building on Thursday. They will attend the rose tour
nament at Pasadena on Friday and
homesteads; advance Infor reach the San Diego exposition on Sat- ,
mation; counties San Miguel,
day.
Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grart;
etate township desired; will give George Bathner has qiet wrestling.
sections eubjeet to entry; retainer He began at 13, and never trained by
fee $1; pay typewriting. Ira M. the usual method.
He ia now f!,
Bond, 14 Eye St., K. E., Waehins ton, and recently threw Myake, the Jap
D. O.
in New York.
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FOR RENT Modern furnished flat,
heated. 511 Ninth street.
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Five cents per line each
insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words Jo a line,
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words,
Catt in advance preferred.
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OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
RATES FOR CLASIFIED ADVER
TISEMENTS
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Small black purse containing
calling cards and large sum of
money, between Plaza Trust and
Savings bank and Hoffman &
Return to Red Cross Drug
Store and receive liberal reward.
Grau-barth'-

.
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W0ULDN7 BELIEVE THEM

International Exposition, Greatest and Most Marvelous of
All Celebrations, Opens Completed In Every Detail on Feb. 20, 1915

Panama-Pacifi- c

X

.in

Forty of the World's Great Nations to Join With America In Celebrating the Opening of the
Panama Canal In a Conclave Unsurpassed In History.
Wonderful Exhibits From All Lands Show the Big International Exposition's Amusements
World's Best Progress
Novel and Wonderful
From Beginning to End Magnificent Panama-PacifiInternational Exposition Will Abound With
Superb Educational and Entertainment Features.
c

By HAMILTON WRIGHT.

Francisco in a single day, and. far in
advance of its opening, the Exposltlun
had created an unprecedented Interest
throughout the world, and Its opening
was eagerly awaited.
In keen competitive exhibit!! lbre
will be presented more than HO.000 single exhibits and groups of related exhibits portraying the results of the
world's best efforts in recent years.
This wonderful Exposition, presented at an outlay if more than $00,000,-000- ,
celebrates a contemporaneous
achievement, the building of the Panama canal, and all exhibits that are encomprehensiveness.
From Its opening until its close, on tered for competitive award will bo
Dec. 4. lill'i, the Exposition will those that have been originated or pro
abound with original features collect- duced since the gnat Louisiana Pured at an expenditure of many millions chase Exposition at St. Louis ten years
The possible exception to this
of dollars. It will present a cross sec- ago.
tion of human achievement. The Tan- - rule will be where earlier exhibits are

IIE construction of the vast
Pauama-PaciHInternational
Exposition at San Francisco
was 05 per cent completed
three months before the opening day,
on Feb. 20, 1015. Tbe early installation of thousands of tons of rare and
costly exhibits from all .parts of the
globe and tbe participation of forty of
the world's great countries have assured a celebration that will be unrivaled
in its splendor, magnitude, Interest and
-

e

fare work will, for example, see In
s
the Palace of Mines an exhibit
three-iourth-

of an acre

-

Illus-

in extent,trating the manner in which th
lurgest steel corporation in the world
Is caring for and plans to still further advance the welfare of Its employees. In the Palace of Education
they will be Interested In a great
United States government exhibit.
diminhas
The great war in no way
ished the prospect of attendance at
the Exposition, and thousands of
y
Americans will for the first time
the educative trip across their native land. After tbe outbreak of the
conflict the number of conventions deciding to meet in San Francisco proOne of the
portionately increased.
most important of the assemblages
will be the International engineering
en-Jo-

Panama-Pacifi- c

By HAMILTON WRIGHT.

'and novel
parades and
the oriental
countries, auto and yacht
races and athletic contests will be observed upon a scale of unexampled
magnitude and grandeur at the Panama-Pacific
International Exposition.
The extensive participation of China,
Japan, Slam and Indo and Cochin Chi-

WONDERFUL

when

na,

taken

in connection

with

the plans already made and with the
interesting oriental population of San
Francisco, assures such spectacles as
have never before been seen In the Occident Pageants of miles in length
set off by wonderful floats and marvelous pyrotechnics will wind through
the streets of San Francisco.
There will be held throughout the

this event The famous Salt Lake
Mormon choir, the deep toned plaintive
singers of Hawaii aud even a chorus
of fifty Maorian singers will take part
In the choral events. At an expenditure of $1,250,000 tbe Exposition has
constructed a great Auditorium In the
civic center of San Francisco, which
will be used hy the great conventions
and soug festivals. Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Crane will present their latest
terpsichorean novelty, the "Exposition
Tango;" Mr. Harry Lauder will sing
the Exposition ballad.
The amusement section of the Exto
position, the "Zone," corresp-mdlnthe famous "Midway" at the World's
Columbian Exposition at Chicago, will
carry out the purpose of the Exposition
to give every feature a high educational value.
g

I wonder

do you?

tlnentfll railways. Tbe Grand Canyon
concession Is built upon so prodigious
a scale that visitors will view the
canvases from a standard gauge railway coach running on a standard
gauge track. A huge working model
of the Panama canal Is so extensive
that visitors seated in comfortable theater cbfiirs will be carried along the
route of the canal upon a movable
platform, aud a dictaphone at the arm
of each chair will describe each scene
as It comes into view. A novel amusement feature will be provided by worktons
ing submarine boats of sixty-fivdisplacement, which will operate In an
artificial lagoon. The Aeroscope, a
huge Inverted pendulum, operating like
a giant seesaw, with a great balancing
weight on the short end and a car for

THESE GIRLS

e

passengers at the extremity of its

long-
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think you could lean

but I'm awfully
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Stocksoa

If

the millionaire, reads all th

stories they print about blm.
B. Smith No, but even If he did.
you don't suppose he'd believe them,

Display of Nations via Panama Canal Vanderbitt
Cup Race and Grand Prix Will Be Held In San Francisco.

President Wilson Will Visit
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INTERNAWONDERFUL GLASS DOME OF THE PALACE OF HORTICULTURE, PANAMA-PACIFITIONAL EXPOSITION, SAN FRANCISCO, 1915.
Palace of Horticulture, looking through the Court of Palms. This beautiful structure has a glass dome 185
feet high and 152 feet In diameter. Crowning the dome is a huge basket The general style of the architecture
The extreme length of the palace Is 072 feet and breadth
Is the French renaissance, with Saracenic modification.
320 feet
C

Photograph courtesy San Francisco Examiner.
THE MOTHER OF IINC0IN BEACHEY, FEOM THE TOWER OF JEWELS, 435 FEET ABOVE THE
INTERNATIONAL
EXPOSITION, WATCHES HER SON
EARTH, AT THE PANAMA-PACIFILOOP HIS ONE THOUSANDTH
LOOP,
When Lincoln Beachey, a son of San Francisco, on the occasion of his homecoming after breaking all world records as a daredevil looper of 999 loops, performed two entirely new and death defying stunts over the completed
international Exposition It was his aged mother who for the first time waved him
palaces of the Pannma'-Paclflon to fresh achievements. Mrs. Beachey held a place of honor, 435 feet up In the air, on the tiptop of the wonderful Tower of Jewels. From this aerie she was able to watch every erratic move of her datedevil son. She
cried out only once. That was when he wrote the figures "1000" against the clouds, high above the two miles
of completed exhibit palaces, significant of the looping of his one thousandth loop.

First Automobillst

Did you

reprl-nan-

d

your chauffeur for causing th
ix plosion?
Second Automobillst No, but I'm
;oing to as soon as I find him.
THE ANSWER

C

c

nma canal is today open and doing
business on a far vaster scale than was
predicted for It, and the Exposition,
which celebrates the opening of the canal, Is today revealed as the greatest
"manifestation of national achievement
Here will be a
In American history.
neutral ground where even nations engaged In warfare will display on a
scale never before equaled their progress in the urts, industries and sciences
of peace.

shown to UliiRtrate the evolution of the
processes of manufacture as, for example, a display of a model of the first
cotton gin In connection with the marvelous equipment into which it has
evolved.

Many of the displays will be espeadapted to study by the delegates to great national and International congresses and conventions, of
which more than 300, embracing almost every phase of human activity,
Within three months before the open- have voted to meet In San Francisco
to the congresses
ing of the Exposition as many as 2.000 in 1015. Delegates
tons of consignments had reached San interested In social progress and welcially

Ivy J
1

'

"4,

v

"THE END

OF THE TRAIL,"

PANAMA-PACIFI-

1,

C

SAN FRANCISCO,

ill

INTERNATIONAL
1915.

at which its distinguished
chairman, Colonel George W. Goethals,
congress,

will preside.
The foreign participation will be
notable. The nations are not attempting to show everything that they produce, but will lay especial emphasis
upon those products in which they excel. In the Danish display, for example, will be shown products of the
ftoyal Danish porcelain factory at Copenhagen. Japan in her exhaustive exhibit will display priceless works of
art, loaned by direction of the imperial
household and many of which could
not be duplicated.
From Italy will be
shown historic paintings of the old
masters, hitherto never exhibited in
America in the originals. From China
there have reached San Francisco selections of exhibits collected under the
supervision of the governors of the Chinese provinces. Bare silks and satins,
carvings, Inlay work In the precious
metals, exhibits of the transportation
methods employed in the old China
and the modern methods used in the
awakening republic will be shown.
New Zealand will make a marvelous exhibit of Its rare woods, of Its
fleeces, of its superb scenic charms.
A large number of rare giant tree ferns
from New Zealand will be found
growing on the Exposition grounds.
The Argentine Republic early set
aside a larger sum than any ever appropriated by a foreign nation for representation in an American exposition.
The modern cities of Argentina, the
schools, churches, libraries, the great
live stock and agricultural interests
will be extensively portrayed, and the
mutual Interests of South America and
North America will be emphasized In
almost every conceivable
manner.
From South Africa will be shown diamond exhibits and methods of extraction. The magnificent Canadian
will review not only tbe widely
known agricultural wealth, but will
Illustrate the scenic charms of th
great Dominion, of snow clad mountain peaks, of farreaching forest, of
Inland lakes in chains of silver and

EXPOSITION,
This photograph shows James Earle Fraser's superb piece or statuary,
International Exposition. More
The End of the Trail," at the Panama-Pacifi- c
than 800 beautiful sculptures are shown at the Exposition, the works of
famous sculptors of the day. In addition to tfce sculptures shown out of
doors, thousands of beautiful works of art are presented in the great Palace
of Fine Arts.
rushing mountain streams.

dig-pla-

entire period of the Exposition, which
opens Feb. 20, 1915, a series of great
events, including sports and athletic
contests of many kinds conducted upon
a scale of great magnitude.
Automobile
Cup
The Vanderbilt
Prix, the two suRace and the
preme events of the automobile year,
will be held upon a four mile course,
embracing a circuit of the Exposition
palaces, a spectacular background far
excelling In beauty and grandeur any
which ancient Rome beheld during its
hisWle chariot races. The Vanderbilt Cup Race will take place on Feb.
22 and the Grand Prix on Feb. 27,
Great mowboats of the deep
1915.
sea cruiser type will race for a $10,000
Panprize from New York through the A seama canal to the Golden Gate.
ries of international yacht races In
the twenty one meter class will be
held in San Francisco bay. President
d

Imagine, for the purposes of illustration, the Interest, action and novelty
of ten great circuses like Barnum &
Bailey's combined into a single "greatest show on earth" and presented at
ten times the cost of the single pro
duction and an idea is gained of the
originality of this section. A total of
more than eleven millions of dollars
has been expended in its establishment
The concessions, as these less serious
features of the Exposition are known,
Include a grent open air panoramic
reproduction of the S"ellowtone National park and a similar representation of the Graud Canyon of Arizona,
presented by two of tbe transcon- -

fession abroad.

I Mi

Woodrow Wilson, Emperor William of
Germany and King George of England
have each offered trophies in these
Swiromin?, water polo, fly
events.
baseball
casting, canoeing, football,
inand long distance foot racing are
dif200
more
than
of
a
in
series
cluded
President
ferent kinds of contests.
Wilson himself will attend the Exposition, aud it Is probable the members
of congress will attend in an especially

er arm, will raise sightseers more than
feet above San Francisco bay.
affording an unsurpassed view of the
Exposition City and the Golden Gate.
Apart from the amusements, contentions and congresses, the vast pageants,
the superb pavilions of the nations and
the magnificent state buildings, the Ex.
position Itself Is a sight well worth
seeing. The giant exhibit palaces, the
loftiest and most Imposing exposition
buildings ever constructed, are in their
architecture representative of the finest
work of a commission of famous American architects, who freely collaborated
with distinguished members of this pro-
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Hoax Why' do they name this cigar after Howell Rant, the actor?
Joax (trying to light one) Becaus
it won't draw, I reckon.
A

ROAST

chartered steamer.

Of international interest will be the
.rrontoHt live stock show In the world's
More than $500,000 will be
history.
live
awarded in prizes in a continuous
Rare and ' valuable
stock exhibit
breeds of ail kinds of live stock from
distant countries of the globe will be
Snecimens of the famous
Hhnwn.
Chillingham wild white cattle will be
exhibited for the first time, wun we
Louexception of two specimens at the
don loo, this breed has never been
shown outside of Chillingham park,
These cattle are pure white,
with black noses, black tips to the ears
An international
unit hlack. horns.
sheep shearing contest will be one of
the unique exhibitions.
For the musical events there has
been built by the Exposition the magnificent Festival Palace upon the
a wongrounds. This Is equipped with
derful pipe organ, upon which Mr. Edwin Leruare. world famous organist,
among other celebrities, will give a series of recitals. The International Eisteddfod will at San Francisco compete for $2",0!)0 tn cash prizes. More
than 20,000 singers will participate in
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ARCH AT THE WORLD'S GREATEST EXPOSIINTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION,
TION, THE PANAMA-PACIFISAN FRANCISCO, 1915.
Arch of the Setting Sun In the west enl ranee to the Court of the Universe at the Panama-Pacifi- c
International Exposition. Surmounting the arch
Is a group of statuary representing "Tbe Nations of tbe West" In the middle
of the group is an emigrant wagon drawn by oxen. Riding In this is the
figure of a woman, "The Mother of Tomorrow," and by her side ore two children, "The Hopes of Tomorrow." Other figures represent an American Indian, u Mexican, an Alaskan and other American types.

VAST TRIUMPHAL

The Manager of tbe Burlesque Con
pany Yes, sir, she's a "burlesque
beauty."
Critic That describes her style
.

;

Locating the Fear,
"I'm afraid you have appendicitis,"
aid the doctor.
"What's the use of putting It tK-vexclaimed Mr.
Growcher.
vy"
'You're not afraid. If anything you'r
heurfullv exivsHant.
Put I'm aar-! death!"
pVJ
t

t
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GET

CHECKS

iD

THE HONEY FOR

Prank Hill on its list of depositors.
NT
action has been taken by any of
uiir victims as yet Hill, it Is said,
has skipped town. His present where
abouts Is unknown.

PHOTOPLAY

MR. HILL

Man,"

TO THE STORY, THAT
MRS.
CLEVER GENTLEMAN HAS
"BEAT IT"

As a result of a visit to town of one,
1'rank Hill.ofLa Junta, several Las
"Vegas business men are out of pocket.
Hill, a short time aj,o presented a
check for $5 to the firm of J. C. John
een and Son, in payment for a Christ
mas gift that he purchased. The check
was returned marked "no funds." Hart
Kettner of the Merchants Cafe, also
accepted his check for $6 and got
"stung." The San Miguel National
tank advanced the man $15 on a draft,
hut as yet has not had the money reh vw.
funded.
Hill came here a short time ago.
lie visited the San Miguel National
bank and told the officials that he
ad a balance of $400 in a bank in La
Junta. He gave the local bank a draft
to transfer his account to this city. A
tihort time later he returned to the
bank, and, telling the officials that
he needed some money, secured $15
until his account was transferred. Id
a day or bo the local institution received a notification from La Junta
that there was no such person aa

MORRIS-SETTMRS.
MRS. HALL
ON THE PROGRAM

REIMAN,
AND
.

two-re-

is over we naturally
think of the

Via-grap- h

New Year

comedy.

At pur store you will find the
very freshest of fruit and vege-

E

UJ auditoriTomorrow evening at
Normal Uni
Mexico
New
of
um
the
and
Mrs.
Charles
"O'Malley
versity
miDils. assisted by tererr. 1. Iteiman,
Telephone tablet rolls Be each, at
Mrs. A. F. Morrissette"and Mrs. Mabel Optic office.
Hall, will give: a rf cltaj. This affair
will commence promptly at 8 o'clock.
Be sure and visit Murphey's Drug
The public of Las Vegas is cordially Store during gift buying season. Adv.
invited to attend. Mrs. F. L. Iteiman
will read a selection entitled "Old
Old Taylor WTiIaKey an3 Sherwood
e
Time Happiness" and' Mrs. A. F.
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
will sing "Lovle's Echo." Mrs.

LOCAL

Pressing

NEWS

tables and other things to make
an appropriate meal for the
of the New Year.

TURKEYS,
CHICKENS.,

GEESE.
DUCKS.

Russell Ford shines as star twirler

old Contractor dead
Joplin, Mo., Dec. 28. A. G- Jennings,
who, as a contractor, built many of
the railroads of the west during the
last 30 years, died at his home here
today, aged 70 years.
-
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When you want

THAT

NOW
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of the Federals, with 16 victories and
only six losses wished onto him.
McGraw and Comlskey will take

their outfits to South America on a
chartered vessel next winter.

LAS VEGAS STEAM
& DRY CLEANERS
.
507 Sixth St.
The most modern Cleaning
plant in the city.
Come in and see how we do
your work.
All Work Guaranteed

F. M. KELLER,

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

A

G. H. BEARUP

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
The body of the late Enos McMuK
itn was sent on train No. 10 this aft-

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this oldrstrong and conser-

ernoon to Emmett, Kaa., for burial.
Mr. McMullen was 31 years of age
and came to Las Vegas about three
months ago for his health. Hie, passed
away Saturday morning. The body
was cared for by J. C. Johnsen & Son.

vative Bank.

Mor-rissett-

Juet received telephone tablet rolls.
O'Malley will play "Bohemlenne," one
of the world's masterpieces. No ad- Optio Pub. Co.
mission will be charged.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
WANTED
for general house
work. Apply 1054 Seventh street.
that were sched
The boxball

J. II.

YORK

Grocer and Baker

Jrl

ESTABLISHED 1876

JUDGE ILFELD'S ULTIMATUM
Nine boys, attending the Castle
High school and the New Mexico Normal University, broke into the armory
today in order to play basketball. The
boys climbed through a window in
order to gain entrance Into the state
building.
They were caught by some
member of Company H and haled be
fore Major Ludwig William Ufeld. After a severe reprimand the boys were
let off. Next time it happens, however, says Major Meld," the culprits
will be taken into court and given a
?
jail sentence.

Member IJ. S. Federal Reserve Bank

Mr. and Mrs. Perry HiBer moved
to their new ranch about five
out
uled at the Y. M. C. A. for Saturday
LOST An overcoat between Optic
miles east of town today. The Hlsers
were
until
tonight.
night
postponed
office and Plasa, old town. Return
are recent arrivals here from Peoria,
111.
to Optic and receive reward.
The V. M. C. A. Fellowship lunch
was held last night at the association
FOR SALE Two good milch cows.
According to the report of the volun
and was attended by seven
building
C23 Railroad avenue.
teer observer at the New Mexico Nor
men.
mal University, the maximum tem
PINO HOUSE BURNS
52
At 2 o'clock yesterday morning the
The office of the county clerk has perature reached yesterday was
issued a marriage license to Felipa degrees, ,The minimum last night members of the E. Romero Hose anj
was 22 degrees..
Fire company nvere roused from tneir
Montoya, aged 18 of San Isidro, and
warm beds to answer an alarm sent
Sebastian Benavidez, aged 25, of San
in from a house situated near the old
Major Ludwig William Weld has
Miguel.
a letter from Adjutant General fair grounds. The residence was ocJONES LITTLE PIG SAUSAGE
I will discontinue the delivery of Herring of the National Guard of cupied by1 the family of EmilianoPino.
the Denver Post to the residence dis- New Mexico, informing him that the The company- could not reach water
will
Com
head
visit
volunteers
the
JONES SLICED BACON INI LB. BOXES
of
and could 'do nothing, but let the
trict after December 3L Mrs. C. H.
pany H as soon as the roads become building burn to the ground. The
Bally.
passable. The adjutant general will structure was hundreds of yards from
SEALSHIPT OYSTERS
sur- make the trip from Santa Fe in his the nearest water plug.
If you can use a good
new automobile, provided by the state.
The alarm, was turned in at 2
two
horse
for
cliphorses,
rey, sleigh
o'clock
600
and a few minutes later there
Bros,
Beard
machine.
safe,
ping
The. masquerade costumes for the was an explosion in the burning build
lbs. The price is about half the value.
thirty-fourtannual ball of the East ing. This threw the flames up to a
Phone Main 174 or see M. L. Cooley.
Fire
Las
department, have ar considerable height. The house burn
Vegas
,1 8 u
Adv.
rived in Las Vega3 from Denver and ed steadily and.., was a total loss by
Emlle Clement, who- - has operated will be on exhibition in the vacant the time the 'foremen arrived on the
upon yesterday at St Anthony's sani- store of La Pensionbuilding every day scene.
tarium for appendiciitisj was reported until the ball. The costumes this year
MOTOR CONCERN FAILS
this morning to be getting along nice are being rented by the firemen them
ly. He withstood the' operation suc selves..
Detroit, Mich., Dec. 28. Petitions
cessfully.
in
bankruptcy were filed today by
The body of George VIcchlareili was
the
Krit Motor Car company and Krit
afternoon
to
Raton
yesterday
At the request of several members shipped
Sales company, both of this city. The
O.
No.
J.
Undertakers
on
10
train
of
Las
Club
by
Woman's
the
of
Vegas
liabilities for the motor comyany are
the meeting of that organization Johnsen & Son. VIcchlareili was the
said to be $881,233, with assets
asy-luinsane
Mexico
New
at
the
1 1
on
held
patient
which was to have been
The sales
comamounting to $622,533.
who on Saturday morning
Wednesday has been postponed until
liabilities
to
company
are,
A
hlmRclf.
according
suicide
mitted
hanging
by
next month.
brother, Sam Vicchiarelli, came here petitions, $234,305, and the assets
Lack'bf business due to 'the
$256,814.
Take advantage of New York's low from Raton and accompanied the body
take European war is given, as the cause
prices and my experience in, shopping, to that place, where burial will
111U
to of the failure.
seat
to
his
Previous
being
filled place.
orders
matched,
Samples
a
of
murder
the
for
the
C.
penitentiary
Sbarpe,
promptly. No charge. Miss
OLD SCOUT DEAD
223 West 130th street, New York City. man in the Gate City he was a well
enthat
of
bein;?
citizen
known
place,
Adv.
Atchison, Kan., Dec, 28. John De- gaged in the grocery and feed busi- laney, aged 81, Indian fighter and
'
The management of the Castaneda ness.
scout from 1849 to 1854 and for many
Is
wfr
hotel requests that everybody
years in the government service as an
To be drunk brings upon the ofplanning to attend the banquet on
overland freighter, died at his home
MOST
YOUR MONEY
New Year's Eve shall go to. the hotel fender a fine from police Judge Mur- near here'
,
today,
and secure his or her reservations at ray. To be a vagrant brings a still
th earliest p sslble date. Th3 hole heavier punishment, but to be both a
management afks this so that iht vagrant and intoxicated brings down
table arrangements may be completed. the court's worst condemnation, as
Thomas Graves, colored, can testify.
has'-sen- t
He,, was picked up Saturday night by
bank
National
First
if
'..
to its friends and patrons extremely Chief Coles. This morning he receivclever calendars for 1915. The cal- ed a sentence of 50 days in jail. The
endars are so made that there ts a sentence was suspended and Graves
sheet for each day in the year, while, invited to leave tow n. The judge conat the same time, thera is always at. fiscated a bottle of alcohol found in
easy reach a monthly calendar. The his possession. "I hated to take it
WE TAKE INVENTORY
whole affair does - not occupy more away from him," said the judge, "but
..
- .
r.4
Dl.
if
cumary i, iio ana m order
I had let him keep it he'd been
than a few inches space, and can be
of Pure Quill flour with any
to
show less goods and more
used handily upon the desk. The bank back here inside of a few hours.'
I
cash we are going to put on
other flour. Do it the justice of
also distributed some copies of the
NOW
federal reserve bank law.
AUTO STAGE
t s
Ti ivtryina it bv itself. Then voir..
i,ftrj- Automobile stage line to "Mora triOUR CLEARING SALE
will realize the full measure of
Charles Doll has received a letter
Tuesday, Thursday and Satweekly,
,
Doll
Mrs.
from
Rosa
his
So here Goes:
VI
....
... . ..
urday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a.
preaa.
3 us gooaness m oeuer
of Sandhofen, Germany, informing him
$1.00 for $1.50 Nickel
Plated
m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
that her husband, Gus DolL is a pris- Mora 4
Tea
Kettles..
Copper
cake, and pasuy and more of
6:45
m.
arrive Las Vegas
p.
p.
oner in a French hospital. He joined
$1.60 for $2.25 Enameled Turkey
m. Fare for round trip, $5; one way,
vtp them to the bag than you were
in
the
when
the colors early
Roasters.
AuguBt,
'
$3. Round trip tickets good for one
95c for $1.50 set of Potts' Sad
European war first broke out, serving week, H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
" wereever able to get from any
In the German army. A short time
Irons.
other f!our. Order a sack of
95c for $1.50 Waffle Irons.
later, while fighting in Belgium, he
CITIZENS
.
PTJRET QUILL today.was struck by a pieqe of exploding
$1.95 for $3 White Cotton BlanPhone Murphy's or Schaefer's drug
shell and his right shoulder was bad, ....;
kets. '
95c for $1.50 Cotton Blankets,
ly injured. The French took him a stores for your dance tickets for the
11-- 4
size.
prisoner, since which time he has masquerade ball, New Year's Eve.
recovered sufficiently to be able to Our committee will be pleased to wait
$3.45 for $4.50 California Wool
on you.
write home.
Blankets.
$3.95 for $5.50 Rob Roy plaid
j
Blankets, 60 per cent

games

The MarWho
Makes
low price his chief plea for employgenrally gives a service as

ment

cheap aa his prices.
With us, good service is the first
consideration. Our patrons dictate
their own cost and are sure of getting the most and best their money
will buy.

two-hor-

STEARNS STORE

Klingers Pure Pennsylvania.

TOM
Will

J. C. Johnsen (&L Son

h

FUNER.AL DIRECTORS
625 Douglas Ave.
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At

Las Vegas Roller Mills

lie Heine

Of Ttie Best Of Everyling

Fresh Preserves,
Jams, Jellies and
,;K

Eatable

OHQfjIfEHY

"

We have added a dinner pattern of good quality, a neat, usable and
pretty design, very reasonable in price. This is a regular stock pattern, and you can buy any quantity of any one piece to suit your particular demands.
Phone Main 379

THE GBAAF & BAYIVARD

wool.
18c for 23c Table Oil Cloth.
$17.50 for $22.50 Ranges,
off on all Heaters.
off on Lace Curtains and
th
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sister-in-law-
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Place your order now and get just
what you want
Why not give "her" a Ford for
Xmas. Had you thought of that?
A full assortment of parts on hand
at all times. Also prompt and efficient
Ford service.

;

AFTER
CHRISTMAS
U BARGAINS
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We will have another carload ship- ped from the factory, in a few days.

HEAT FOR

Don't Mix the New Bag

y

or Color in your 1915 Ford?
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SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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Do you wish Special Equipment
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